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RECORDS SUBMISSION MANUAL - CHINESE SUPPLEMENT

* * * *
CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

* * * *
1. FOR CHINESE RECORDS

The following instructions should be followed by those preparing family
records of (a) Chinese who were born in China or (b) overseas Chinese
having dual citizenship. These instructions may also have application
to Chinese born in foreign lands if their records are written in Chinese.

2. INDIVIDUAL RESPONSIBILITY

It is the responsibility of members of the Church to have valid temple
ordinance work performed for their direct ancestors and for the immediate
families of their direct ancestors. This means the families of their
parents, grandparents, great-grandparents, second-great-grandparents,
and so on, as far as their pedigree extends, within the acceptable limits
outlined herein.

Members may also submit the names of children, grandchildren, and descendants
of the brothers and sisters of direct ancestors. (See Par. 8, "Rights of
Privacy Laws," and Chapter 2, par. 10, "Relationship Required.")

The persons who submit records to the Genealogical Department are directly
responsible for the completeness and accuracy of the information. The
validity of the temple ordinances depends upon the correct and unique iden
tification of each individual I isted on the record submitted. All persons
engaged in this important work are encouraged, therefore, to be diligent to
study proper genealogical research techniques, to strive for accuracy, to
consult with relatives and members of the families, to seek needed facts by
research, and to carefully recheck all records submitted.

3. A FAMILY BOOK OF REMEMBRANCE

Every Latter-day Saint family has the responsibility of compiling and keeping
current an acceptable family genealogical record, or book of remembrance. The
Genealogical Department has prepared standard forms that Church members may use
to simplify the task of making a proper family record. These forms are:

Family Group Record. This form is used for the complete record of one family
unit. (See chart 4.)
Pedigree Chart. This form provides a listing of all known direct ancestors.
(See chart 3.)
Personal Record. This form is used for the history and record of one person.
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4. IMPORTANT THINGS TO LEARN

It is suggested that the researcher should learn some of the basic informa
tion needed in doing Chinese research work, such as:

a. Ancient and modern Chinese history and geography, particularly of one's
ancestral place of origin.

b. The Chinese calendar and cyclical dating system and dynasties.

c. The arrangement and organization of clan genealogies and other types
of records.

d. Locate good dictionaries, encyclopedic histories, maps and dynastic
tab Ies fo.r reference.

5. SEEKING INFORMATION

The following suggestions illustrate some of the steps which may be taken,
and some of the types of records which may be consulted, in the preliminary
search for genealogical information.

a. Talk, or write, to older members of your family to learn the following:

(1) The name and location of the "place of origin (~fl.1:~ ) or the
"permanent res idence" ( sft~ ) of the fami Iy.

(2) The spec ia I name (i f any) of the c Ian (';t ~~) or lineage H:!t ~)
to which you belong.

(3) The name and location of the ancestral temple and family tomb or
bur ia I ground.

(4) Any other genealogical or historical information about your family.

b. Locate <;J copy of the clan genealogy ( 1f~ 't~), the family record
( 1<. 't!) or the fami ly register ( I' fi ). Ask all relatives about
such a rami Iy record unti I it is located. Clan or surname associations
may also be used to help find someone who has a copy of your family
record.

c. Locate and copy any existing registration records of your own family.
Such records include birth certificates, marriage records, death
certificates, and immigration records.. Persons living in Taiwan should
obtain a copy of the official government household registration record

, r" ~:!l!. ~ ,
(.f:t~fYi:"i') to establish correct names and lineage.

d. Locate and become active in your family association (11, *l~), or in
one of the other types of Chinese organizations that may have records of
your family. Family associations (J~ 1.t,-) and surname organizations
(I~ jlil4") are located in China and in most other lands and places where
Chinese have settled.

e. ,;,tt1J- 'b' 'h'Ancestral t ab l e t s ] 1T"f1.1l-, :fIr.:£. , 1\r~:iJ.) in the home and in
or clan temple contain important genealogical information.
are sacred; care should be taken not to offend relatives or
charge of records.

the family
These records
those in
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f. From the records collected, establ ish your own 1ineage connection
between the civil or household registration records and the main
family lineage as found in the family register or clan genealogy.
Determine your own generation number in descent from the founder or
"first ancestor" of the clan or branch family. Using this informa
tion, prepare a pedigree chart.

Traditional Chinese pedigree charts as found in most clan genealogies
are "descending" pedigrees that begin with early ancestors and
descend to the present. The pedigrees used by the Genealogical
Department begin with the present and ascend to the ancestors.

g. Extract from the records you have assembled all vital information and
pertinent facts needed to prepare the Family Group Record forms,
including names, dates, and places, and insert the information in the
spaces provided. (See Chapter 2.)

6. SUBMITTING RECORDS

a. Records for deceased relatives of Church members must be submitted
on Family Group Record forms to the Genealogical Department for
processing before the temple work can be done. These records are
checked to avoid dupiication, and to ensure compliance with required
standards. Acceptable records are cleared and forwarded to the
temple for ordinance work. (See Chapter 2, Par. 15)

b. Records involving the deceased parents, spouse, or children of a
I iving member of the Church may be taken directly to the temple.

c. Living persons must be present at the temple to receive their own
endowments and sealings.

7. MINIMUM STANDARDS OF IDENTIFICATION

Before names are submitted for temple ordinance work, each individual must
be sufficiently identified to avoid mistaking him for any other person. The
following minimum information must be obtained about each person listed on
the Family Group Record form:

a. A correct and complete name. (Or the person must be identified as a child
or as a spouse of an acceptably identified husband.)

b. A birth date, either actual or calculated. (or it must be possible to
reasonably approximate a birth year based upon an accompanying family
pedigree and other known facts included in the Family Group Records
submi tted.)

c. A correct place of birth.(or it must be reasonably possible to establish
the actual place of birth, residence or place of origin from facts given
in source documents.)

d. The name of the parent(s) must be given if the actual date and place of
birth are unknown.
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e. A proper relationship to the personsubmitting the record
--Direct lineage
--Collateral (cousin) lineage
--Spouse of a bloodline relative

(or submit a pedigree chart of sufficient extent that the relationships
can be calculated by the Genealogical Department.)

f. A full explanation for all adoptions, family heirship arrangements, and
name changes should be made in writing when submitting this type of
i nformat ion.

8. RIGHTS OF PRIVACY LAWS

"Rights of Privacy" are the legal rights of an individual to be protected
against public display of his own personal records. This would include
the right of an individual who requests that no temple work be performed
for himself or his near relatives.

The Genealogical Department assumes that any patron submitting names of
persons other than direct ancestors has obtained approval from the nearest
living relative of the deceased before submitting records of persons born
within the last ninety-five years.

9. RECORDS OF IMPERIAL HOUSEHOLDS

Family Group Records pertaining to members of the Imperial household of
each dynasty (The emperor, his wives, children, and grandchildren) should
not be submitted, except permission be obtained in writing from the Gene
alogical Department. However, Church members who have ancestry of Royal
lineage may submit pedigree charts showing their connections to such
Imperial household and I isting sources used to establish the connection>.
Records of nobility (other than the Imperial households) may be submitted
by Church members who have a direct ancestral lineage to such persons.

10. SPECIAL ITEMS

Any special situation not mentioned in this manual should be explained in
full. This would include such items as twins, and adoptions of any and all
kinds. The Genealogical Department will evaluate each situation on the
basis of the information supplied.

11. ANCIENT RECORDS

Temple ordinance work will be performed only for individuals born after the
year A.D. 200, unless special permission is obtained from the First Presidency
of the Church through the Genealogical Department.

* * * *



CHAPTER 2

GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS

* * * * *
I. FAMILY GROUP RECORD FORM

Records submitted for temple work for the dead must be prepared on the
Family Group Record form. Make each record as complete and correct as
possible. Use the Chinese Family Group Record form, or any standard
Family Group Record form printed by the Church. (See example chart 4)

Each Family Group Record form shall be used for ONE FAMILY only -- one
husband and wife, and the children of that couple. Prepare another Family
Group Record form for each additional marriage of husband or wife. Record
children of these other unions on the forms with their own parents.

2. STANDARD RECORDING POLICY

Records are to be written in Chinese. They may also be romanized. Enter
all information as it appears in the original source documents. Include
information from several sources if necessary for completeness. (D lsc rep
anci es in source records shoul d be noted under "Necessary Exp Ianat ions :')
Write in block letters; do not use cursive characters. Use black or blue
black ink. Do not use pencil.

3. ROMANIZATION OF INFORMATION

It is not necessary to romanize the information on the Family Group Record
form. However, the names of persons must be romanized (for sound) before
the record can be sent to the temples. Those patrons who have knowledge
and ability are encouraged to assist with this task by romanizing their
own records.

Patrons may romanize in their own dialect, if preferred; but a notation
should be made in "Necessary Explanations" to indicate which dialect was
used.

The Genealogical Department will romanize the names in Mandarin, using the
Wade-G i Ies system. (See chart 5)

4. PERSON SUBMITTING RECORD

The "person submitting the record" (formerly called the Family Representative)
must be a member of the Church. The name and correct mailing address of this
person should be entered in the designated space. (See chart 4)

5. RECORDING NAMES OF PERSONS

a. The Family Group Record form has spaces for the names of persons in one
family. Enter the main name (surname and given name) just as they are
found in source documents. Enter other names in the spaces provided.



( I ) HUSBAND: Enter the main name at the left side
leave room for the romanization at the right.
names, enter them in the spaces provided.

Enter the names of his parents.
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of the space, and
If he has other

c.

If the husband had more than one wife, enter their names in the
space provided. Number the wives in their proper sequence.

(2) WIFE: Enter the main name in the left side of the space, and leave
room for romanization at the right. If she has other names, enter
them in the space designated.

Enter the names of her parents.

If the wife had other husbands, enter their names in the space
provided. Number the husbands in their proper sequence.

(3) CHILDREN: Enter the names of all children in the order of their
birth. The line space is divided. Enter the main name in Chinese
in the top space, and leave the bottom portion of the space for
roman izat ion.

(4) Enter the names of the spouses of the children in the space provided.
If any of the children had more than one spouse, enter the 2nd and
other spouses in the space at the bottom of the form for "Other
Marriages of Chilrden."

b. Wr i te a II names inCh i nese. If the names a re romani zed, the su rname
should be written in CAPITAL LETTERS (or underlined); the given name
should be written in lower case letters.

Write the surname (-it.i ) first, followed by the given name (-Z ).
Example:

LIN, Ming-ch'eng

HUSBAND'S
OTHER WIVES

;,:;I.Jr''l x fill #1- 2 HUNG Ch'uan

SEX CHILDREN T~ (UU~)I:/ll:tIt!Z~iJ:M
tt ~IJ Lrst Each ChIld (Whelher LJV,,'g or DUd) ,n Older 01 Birth

M ~
SURNAME (Cap<tal,zed) GIVEN NAMES

F ~ tt ~

'x~f-A..t:__"fu_~ _____
M LIN Yuan-ch i no

6. OCCUPATIONS, PROFESSIONS, TITLES, AND DEGREES

If the husband had a special occupation, profession, title, or examination
degree, it should be written in parentheses following his name. The date of
the civil or military examination is often given and should be entered with
the name of the degree received. Include only the highest degree if there
was more than one.
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7. ANCESTRAL HOME AND PERMANENT FAMILY RESIDENCE

A clan or lineage is often identified by the "permanent family residence,"
or the "ancestral home."

When they are known,
husband and the wife

--l.J-::l I~}r )the name of the ancestral home ( ~~ ~ of both the
should be entered in the spaces provided on the form.

Exampl e:

~
~

ifJJ!f ;j:l fS:,! .--

~ OJ,_ ;}~ It- *" -g /
8. RECORDING DATES OF EVENTS

a. Birth, marriage and death dates are to be entered for the Husband, Wife
and Children on each Family Group Record form in the spaces provided.
(1) The actual date of birth is preferred. If this cannot be learned,

a registered, calculated, or approximated birth date may sometimes
be acceptable.

A calculated birth date is one that has been computed from the
recorded age of an individual at some specific date.

An approximated birth date is one that has been reasonably
assumed, based on all information known about the person and
his lineage.

(2) The marriage date may be entered when known, but it is not required.
(3) The death date should be entered when known. A date of burial or

cremation may be used in place of a death date that cannot be learned.
(4) Include the intercalary designation (Jun rlj ) for any month if it

appears in the source document.

b. Dates should be entered on the Family Group Record form in Chinese just
as they are found in orginal source documents. Arabic numerals may be
used when wr i t i ng dates. D means "dav , II M means "month. II

Example:
PLACE

J;!!

WHEN BORN

til 't E III

'" JJ E

Lfut~~~!1~£~€
2qD 8M lqOO

c. Dates prior to 1912 are assumed to be lunar calendar dates.

Dates since 1912 are assumed to be solar calendar dates. Such dates
should be written on the record form in the western style.

Example:
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If the patron knows that any date since 1912 is a lunar calendar date,
such date shou Id be coded as a 1una r date, (1t ) and entered on the
recorded as follows:

d. The patron is not required to convert dates to the western calendar
style. The Genealogical Department will do this, using a special
simplified system. However, since the equivalent western calendar
year is needed for processing the record form, it will hasten the
preparation work if those patrons with knowledge and ability will
convert the Chinese calendar year to the equivalent western calendar
year. (See charts 6 and 7)

Example:

BORN

W~

DIED l.-~ I'"
JtC

e. If the death date is unknowr, and a burial or cremation date is used
in its place, include the Chinese character (J>:f ~) (meaning buried)
or (J<. 3If-) (meaning cremation) after the date.

Example:

f. Recording Date of Divorce

If any marriage ended in a divorce, enter the c,haracter (.$jik~)
(meaning "divorce") following the marriage date.

Example:
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g. Children Who Died Young

Children who died when they were less than eight years of age do not
need baptism and endowments performed in their behalf. They are, however,
sealed to their parents. Enter the dates of death, when known, for all
children who died young. If the source document indicated the child died
as a child ( 'ElO;t) under age 8, this word (written infant in English)
may be entered in the space for "date of death" if the death date is
unknown.

Example:

ch i 1d

~Ij) A.:Ji
-'-ff- It.-

Cfl/ .... D

l~J~5 !if-3,t) 98(J9/b) PI- I,JJ
Iv

c H, LJ)

•

• ]!!J!~ INFANT

ch i 1d

•

h. A date of death or burial, or proof of death is required if the deceased
person was born within the last 110 years. An individual born more than
110 years ago may be considered to be dead even though a date of death
cannot be learned.

i. A period of one year must elapse after the date of death before temple
ordinances may be requested.

9. RECORDING PLACES

a. The places of birth, marriage (if known), and death or burial of the
persons listed on the Family Group Record form should be entered in the
spaces designated.

b. En te r the
1.
2.
3.
4.

names of
Country
Province
County
City or

places correctly. Include
- - - .I~

~
(~\

VilJage- -+~'3't

the name of the:

c. If the place-name in use at the time of the event cannot be determined,
enter the name of the place as it is known today.

d. If the actual place of birth cannot be determined, enter the name of
the first known place where the person resided in life. With older
records, jf the place of birth or residenc~ idi not indicated, use the
name of the permanent ",Jami 1y res idence ( 1~1! ) or the name of the
ancestral home (iJi~~). Such places should be preceded by the
English word "of."

e. Ditto marks may be used to indicate that
as the place-name on the previous line.
Record form, chart 4.)

the place is exactly the same
(See example Family Group



f. If the actual place of death is
substituted for place of death.
before a place of burial.

unknown, the place
Place the Chinese
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of burial m~ be
word (J;1, r,r.;:-tJ)

g. If the place of marriage, death, or burial are unknown and cannot
be determined, leave the spaces blank.

Example: BORN

tfJl'. -

DIED

ro:::
\

II

WHERE BORN
tfJ 1'. J<I! I!

fif 111 • (m) •. (!Il)

_~~_1i_&~1~1G_!*.:.______
China
71 11 II 11

-------------------
Jl

10. RELATIONSHIP REQUIRED

Under present procedures, patrons should submit only records of persons to
whom they can show a specific relationship. Having the same surname is not
sufficiemt proof of actual blood relationship. Records may be submitted for
the fo 1lowi ng :

a. Direct ancestors. (Lineal relatives by blood, those from whom a
person is descended. See Chapter 1, Par. 11)

b. Collateral relatives. (Cousins descended from the same common ancestors
as the patron.) Records of collateral lineages may be submitted for 'any
relative with a relationship of 1st cousin, 2nd, 3rd, 4th, and 5th cousin
in any degree.

Records of collateral relatives greater than 5th cousin in any degree
should only be submitted if the record gives actual dates of birth or
death.

c. Persons who are married to a blood relative or who are adopted.

d. The relationship of the person submitting the record to the husband and
to the wife on each Family Group Record form should be entered in the
spaces designated. It is suggested that the relationships be romanized
and converted to standard Engl ish equivalents. (See charts I and 2.)

Example:
RELATION TO HUSBAND RELATION TO WIFE

m~~a~~~~ZH~ m~~a~~.~ZH~

g son g son

e. Designate Direct Ancestor

If a child appearing on a submitted Family Group Record form is a direct
ancestor of the person submitting the record, enter an ! by the name in
the space designated for recording the sex of such child.
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Example:
SEX CHILDREN 'foil (,f:laU.JI;)/tlIlll!Z1C1.t:1W
I!t ~IJ L,st Eactl ChIld (Whl'IMe' LI~,ng or Ollila) ,n Order o! 6"lh
M "

SURNAME (Cilp'lahled) GIVEN NAMES

F • l'£ 1':
1 c-3f--___-4-__-it_______XfJ
M LIN Yuan-chi no

11. DESIGNATION OF SEX

The sex of each child should be entered in
letter M ( '$ ) for male, and F (-k) for
and not stated in a source document, place
for sex, and place the word unidentified

12. GENEALOGICAL FORMS EXAMINERS

the space provided. Use the
female , If the sex is unknown
a question mark (?) in the space
in the space for temple ordinances.

The Family Group Record forms should be examined and initialed by ward or
district genealogical forms examiners before the forms are mailed to the
Genealogical Department. If there are no examiners in the area where the
patron resides, the records should be sent directly to the Genealogical
Department. In such cases, attach a note of explanation.

13. SOURCES OF INFORMATION

In the space for "Sources of Information," enter a list of the sources
consulted to obtain the information on the Family Group Record form. Use
the back of the form if space is not sufficient.

14. NECESSARY EXPLANATION

Enter an explanation of any unusual situations, such as adoptions, divorces,
helpful facts of identity, changes of names of persons or places, and any
other facts that may add clarity to the record. If the space on the front
of the form is insufficient, continue on the back of the form.

15. TEMPLE FILE OR FAMILY FILE

Place instructions under "Necessary Explanations" with each group of fami Iy
records submitted to indicate whether the ordinances are to be performed (a)
by '''temple patrons" or (b) by the "fami Iy." Please allow 60 days time for
records processing.

a. Temple File. Names may be placed in the temple file and ordinance work
will be performed by church members under direction of temple officials.

b. Family File. You and your family will perform the ordinances. A request
may be made for Family File at the temple you designate if the names of
persons being submitted are:
(l) Dj rect ancestors
(2) Children of direct ancestors
(3) Descendants of great-grandparents.

c. Excursions. Records submitted for a special excursion are held in the
"family file" until the date of the excursion if arrangements are made in
advance by Church officials. Indicate which temple and the planned date
of the excursion when you submit the record. Since it takes considerable
time for processing and transmittal of large numbers of records for speci~

excursions, these records should be submitted at least ninety days before
the time of the planned excursion.
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CHART I

RELATIONSHIP CHART

This chart shows the male-line relationship.
simply substitute mother, aunt, niece, etc.,

Female relationships are the same;
for father, uncle, nephew.

(Note that the
the ances tor.

relationships shown
These relationships

in brackets are the relation
should be used on the Family

(brothers)

of the patron to
Group Record form.)

6 G G FATHER 6 G G UNe
(6ggson) (6 g g neph)

t (brothers) ~
5 G G FATHER 5 G G UNe le7r

(S g g son) (5 g g nf>phj

tt (brothers I ~
4 G,G FATHER 4 G G UNe leGr 2c6r

Vol g g son) (4 g g neph j

! !t
(brothers) ~

3 G G FATHER 3 G G UNe le5t ZeSt 3c5,
(3 g g son) (3 g g neph)

t ~ !t [b.rot he ra} ~
2 G G FATHER 2 G G UNe le4r 2c4r 3c4, 4c4r

(2gg50n) (2 g g 01"h)

~ ! ! tt (brothers)
G G FATHER G G liNe lc3r :le3t 3c3, <c3, 5c3r

(g gfO
Ol (g g neph)

! t t ! !(brothers)
~

G FATHER G UNe lc2r 2c2r 3c2, 4eZr 5e2r 6<2,
(g son) (g nephi

~ ~ ~ t ~ !t 1(brothers)
FATHER UNCLE lcl r Zeit 3cl, <cl, Sc1, 6<1, 7c1r

(son) (nephew)

J ~ ~ ~ t l !t ~
FAM. REP.

(self) BRO icou ecou acou 4COU scau 6COU 7COU ecou

KEY TO THE USE OF THE RELATIONSH~P CHART

I. To determine the relationship of the brothers (or sisters) of direct ancestors,
follow the horizontal line from the direct ancestor:

Example:
(1) The brother of your 6 g g father is your 6 g g uncle. Your relationship to him is shown in

parentheses immediately below the uncle relationship -- in this case 6 g g nephew.
(2) The sister of your 6 g g farher is your 6 g g aunt,

2. To determine your relationship to the children of the brothers (and sisters)
of your direct ancestors, follow the vertical line down from the uncle (or
aunt) relationship.

Examp le :
(1) The son of your 4 g g uncle is your Ic 5r.
(2) The grandson of your g g uncle is your 2e lr.
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CHART 2

RELATIONSHIP ABBREVIATIONS

When relationship terms are converted to the English equivalent, they may
be written in an abbreviated form.

EXAMPLES: Son. . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . .. son
Daughter •..•................ , , , dau
Brother ............•........................ bro
Sister ••..........•.......................•. sis
Nephew....•....................•..•....•... , neph
Niece. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. nce
Grandson ..........•.......•.....•.......... , g son
Granddaughter g dau
Great-grandson .............................• gg son
2 Great-grandson ..........................•. 2 gg son
Grand-nephew•........................... " ., g neph
In-law....•...........•............•........ i I
Generations removed r
1st cousin 2 generations removed lc 2r

(Generations removed refers to the number of generations senior to yourself.
lr refers to a relative in your father's generation, 2r to a relative in your
grandfather's generation, etc.)

CHART 3

DIRECT ANCESTORS

Direct ancestors are an individual's progenitors, that is, those persons
through whom an individual is directly descended. The following pedigree chart
illustrates in outline form the manner in which direct ancestral lines extend:

Great-Grandfather

Grand father
..---- ------~--,

Father

Grandmother

Self

Grandfather

Mother

Great-Grand father

Grandmother

Great-Grandmother
L..- ._. __ . _._.• _""_"..__. __. .,_



sq.r~bLY ~o ~ I'PI;l:
DATE .

Alo.-"T\ c.ho~ ~OT\j L",,-'wV\
NAME OF PERSON SUBMITTING CHART

1°0 0-#5 6~ Avca-"u.e.

ABOVE NAME CONTINUEO ON CHART

CHART NO, t

~1J'''''~)
ABOVE NAME CONTINUED ON CHART,

ABOVE NAME CONTINUED ON CHART -----2-

18 j r¢--.,;~J1. ';;','

re ¥'~ '1"
PEDIGREE CHART

u.S·A

(;f.%1Jl ;1)

STATE

!-IawAii
STREET ADDRESS

I-!o 7lo l K.11.4
CITY

NO,l ON THIS CHART IS

THE SAME PERSON AS NO.

ON CHART NO. _

Itl;L
=-c--~

BORN1LI~l;i...;r ,q ~ e L If l,)

WHERE i.. ,!l1UtL (H"",' ~o.".)
WHEN alRmtOI:;l ~ {( a a

L~.•l~& :u., 3Ej ;1308
DIED 1'1 oJo~er, l'lb1 ..
WHERE ~i#-'n..lu.\u., (khu., ria. lilA.! I

~lX:.,
ABOVE NAME CONTINUED ON CHART

< jJ, 1?
ABOVE NAME CONTINUED ON CHART

_~._..._._ ..._ ...._ ,.4 ~l. ~':I ..... 1 ~.

ABOVE NAME CONTINUEO ON CHART

,,""liiil!II-,f ulO :,!'1(.'1~ it,; 'f.,? ';};.- i ,/lj.J

#-,~;L
BORN ;;.4 MA}. "1f1 .'
WHERE/-I"YI"II<,.IIo<-' 0,,-"''''" I H,,-W... ll

WHEN MARRIED 5 Apyl \ , l'tb5
DIED

WHERE ilk ;t.lL

ABOVE NAME CONTINUED ON CHART

4
ABOVE NAME CONTINUED ON CHART

r ft.... Vir -JH~ • l'f' 5'm PIZ" tl...)

ABOVE NAME CONTINUED ON CHART

n
:I:»
'"-l
w

NAME OF HUSBAND OR WIFE

"I J!k.¥.

ABOVE NAME CONTINUED ON CHART

ABOVE NAME CONTINUED ON CHART _

ABOVE NAME CONTINUED ON CHART

...... 12 d,II.a..,-, I ;it

29 I Itl:) ; ~ .I!'oIJ[

.~ a: !Ii . J,; ~ ,,: [( 9';1
BORN ::N lioN -~ ?L,..-'l ~ J." _

WHERE:I'I®j;f,!-",~!jj", 1'i'.~1'
OlEO 'A ~,~~ "'If "'1f)
WHERE 'Of Ii} fP ~t ~ Jt:..~.i 28 f!,- 'if.. '1'.9tJ.-lli ,;Fj r,--"4'---''''-'=-- _

... ".'1'

~(}A) -i_
BORN f... if.. 5'1 1 Jil i 8 ( l'jlb)
WHERE f 1ii'J ~ ,0; i; 1t ,10 f--,~ t l
DIED PJ t'J J)f. !-.. t...
WHERE

c.,v' ".~. "AM' 0' R'CORO OR

.0,1~ ...."'R. ," .. ''''OR'''Ar'O"

.....s <JBTA,,,.O R"'R TO "A.... S

.' "UMU'"
ABOVE NAME CONTINUED ON CHART

JI I f-. ~ 1-, ~ 1_ \'t' i~

c ,~>~ T".",o,,,,,,,,, ~o<,o".' '00C"".<".,J_.c O So.o". 'n,

PHiSl!040

BORN .<f:J!k l/t'ib)
WHERE f aJ ':; ;£ I~ ~I[ 1'1 H
OlEO .!1 If /fo
WHERE,!,""J ~ ;t1l1-f'r \1 'It,

31 J »~"\. l r:tJ ;tl[!ll ¥..-r>1" V'

ABOVE NAME CONTINUED ON CHART _

..,.



-cse I.... :t,il,Qr- *%. J'< h ;£'1 'Ii HUSBAND

#- e[:l 't '!:";a;;

---'.I:*:

"'
LIN, Htng-ch1eng I" )~ I~ 'iii -t iX ';;. WIFE

H
BOON

j-ll2~;-~2 ~t.s»: S
PLACE .ch~f~ j;' i.!!, ~. ""'-'f' jI-,f.5Ltr.J!.!)!.. EXAMINER,j;

2 D M 6 .. l£-;:; _' AS~.t~~~ ~~iO~£~
MAAR fOURG£N fILE O,;IE ~ENT TO G S

'a.'i'lt 1------- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - a YES 0 NOD

DIED _~~{bit~O 42V3(~ II _ -'OP_~:i2 'l'z-:{;] _"0' :!.I:.- l.:r- 1Lil7~:/.tjif_ I;/,ME (A AOOAFSSJ OF PERSON SU!JI.~'TTlljG H<CGAD

- - - - - - - - - - - - '~''''-.f:J;,.gZn::glllU.lltec 9 Oct 1927 bur) China
HUSBANDS FATHER

t;f.- :A !if-
IHUSBAND'S MOTHEA I

* "t :f;f -'If<. ?,h lin Chen-hung
.... ,',:r;\.::N -J ,.- LIN, Wel~nlen v. A a',) lJ i~ WU, PI [,t.;fS~3r!'3 ftChung-cheng lu No.396-3

rlUSBMO::; JE!on.ss wves (2) ,jt. "'/1 HUNG, Ch'uan, (3) K TSENG, Miss .d.jJ/:';V !j )!] Taipei. Taiwan"<." Jl.'~ lei /h j! 13
,\I;!'E

AI< l.ulI! '-!r.:¥- 'fi '" 4' J¥' ~l Republi c of China
jtT- ( 1) '5"' YU, Hsiao . - ,- r" I~1-; -r: I;

BOR"!
- ;~D*7:'~E~-'f- 'L1/ fJJ _

PLACE -China- 'f_I,JlL"ii ;-;;_;m~iJ:'A;ij'.
It't ~ - ll[lAl10N TO tlJSB;'~~D naAlrON 1;) WI' ~

C..£D _ f';.1i11 7-~tr: 11 22 8_ _ _ _'47 .ill1~ 'l1..:{;] _"'aiG J,L'i'. JEI) ":L/!jlk. 1,' ~ '" 1<. t. ~~ s; ;k L. l!li Ii' wv + h a~ t:--j·Z:IIlf.

>.c ~ - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
~j,&. ::r :Jr,. :j- 9 son2S Feb I 1 China 9 son

W:i"('':;f,\;HLH

'6'1- f,1J 1! YU, Yin-chen
I WifE'S MOTHER I /fp fX., BAPllZED r,[,~I<I) ErIOOW(.) (1),,1,,\ ,!",':. ':""'C_"'_<!

!' I ,'," '~i~ l! J ,J' L' ~~ TENG, Miss ,.,,! "~,,_.',,,",lJ

',\'-f S
, • " • of. ,r ~ " '1 ~ 1: r-/~aHJjC"':':'1:1t

OH;~'" "'!'~5ArmS

• :.', ~,~ s "
SE,( CH'LDfl[li ';'11 (j:'·UII.)"'U,,!!"'~""""'l' WI~eN BORN WHERE BORN DATE OF FIRSTMARRIAGE illI C WHEN DIED /I<
"l ~: l >I [,.-' Co", ." ..~''''', ".,n~ '" o..-J) "' 0" ..... Ii"'" W '" • .. W '. J< .. m-~~i~~M ~ " • ~i'·.lQ '10'., 1'''f_')

", S,Y .. ""', iC""" •.,,,,) ,,",I:I< """'U - - ~TO WHOM -- '.M'~"'" '" ,-'~~H.rs, , " • .. " • .. W fi (rti> ilJ.O:,Ii) '"
f~ .. ~~tj.llIall",I.t-•

,
l- __;f;t_ 3..c....::'L _____.!'qJt~!~~~4.:!'!. fLilIJ. A 1>, 'l'f.!'~ ~/~9l &tll.z."P11.!1'i'!!~ 1k,1')40 Jf-ICl,q108(I HI)

X _' -:' __I2':::''Z.. __l2.. ~,__ -!~ ~ __

M LIN, Yuen-ch l nq 29D 8M 19DD China -'&iff ;tj(;f1j HSIEH, Cheng-ch' i ng
e _.J± ____ '& _____ 'lX ,!:.fj 2 fJl-1Me p,@JO!if-2)j (i12t}1~,ill"''4'- ", ,,) --LJ _________

-------- - ---------- ~--~-:I-~---

F LI N Wan 4D 9M Iq01 " Y'k :t '/If/' TS' AI we _h> ";'")\1\1
J _ft_______C?~-5L ~;t~1t~!-!!~t~ n--- -- ---- - - ------_._-- :c
F LI N (2nd dau) 4D 12M IqO~ " -~-7)(:)f.c HSU. Shu! -ch I uarl·r,dl:t »

'"• 11:: - .'" "MU'·~A't'~J!.'!~ A'@L~'~ 'ijJ/:,.\j.*, 'f;j:·Y~ f'0'iI ~5!f~J...93~)
-i.. .. ;;0_-,- __ 1J__________

-13D10M IqDB
---------- -- ---

..£ l!y ~ P WANG. -\.,Ie i - j en
..,..

F LIN Fen-ch l h "
s __ dvJ-.._______0~0L fU - ",{~ ~.fL.3 !.l 1(,1:\1';/,1;JI '( ill/l/l) ~I, ,;J ~111 /, V_'__ 1..------ ----------------------- ---------- -~- ,~ --fJ.- IL..!

H LIN (2nd son) abt 1911 " chi l d chi ld '-

, _.:tt_.:ZG_f:t______ 1;Jj"ilJEf:/J·j- ______________________ N~~~if (!91f/)
H LIN, Yuan-pang NoV 19 II -1;i] .Jt .!..J~' HO, Chao-Ian

, _-{i: ________v.:(.J~1. --&'l~f!.i!t-·--------------------- ________ fL ilt 9G.~'3
? LIN, child {s tl l Ibor-n] abt II stillborn stillborn

D ~OUk":blOf·!M,);";"'''''';,ON ... l';i1 ,AI 1"0 Ii- 'II 'li fi i/ ,Y-'. 01'Ha\ MAAAI.l.GESOFCHILOHEN 10 tc ft'J -}t i'il tit iii! N~CE~';';YE)(PlANATION5 .1 A' :j-.Jt: b ?-L-f:t~}1""1k-~11~..I~i A I:a~ f W'··?t;f. f~t.1Jr.utr .. I~j ',. \ ~"CJFJ'B, 'a, 'j(;. - ~ - _ _ .,.,. _ • _, _. Husband also knQ\~n as -):: 11): --~
~ :M.r':;jL!ti1'HrZ",3;~·r~Sf.i ;}j...;tJ' ~ +k / .,e 3:. &;f~+'J'*'& fzJtl!2f!1F3t1U?/.·/ (Mandurin) A- ,~P'I.."
~ ~ Il<) 52.!t ( J j b3 ) /i'if;'P ~ )Tfj... C;

i
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CHART 5

ROMANIZING FAMILY NAMES

* * * *

Mandarin
(Mathews' Dictionary)

The surname table below is arranged by stroke-count. When romanizing personal names,
hyphenate all double surnames and all two-character given names,

Example:
~~ *' :toCh'en Yung-kuang

aT ,!g >t::. 1::-
Ssu-ma Wen-jen

ROMANIZATION TABLE OF COMMON FAMILY NAMES

~,'G)-:t/t
~ PAO :k CHI ~F CHtI 1& CHU .~e:, FANa sz- I

~ PU 1::. SHIH dU CH'U "- KU r5J SHANG -«~ YU-'G'-

T TING E. TSO [. K'UANG -4' LENG ~ WU -tT~ HSING

n TIAO if'- P'ING ~f {lJ LI rq lUI ~ WEI

d ~1
~ fJ.;T YU KU PEl '" YEN MI 10J K'O

jJ FANG
~

CH'lU '- CH'E v\'l ~.
CHO f- HSU.1:L

-t MAO It. P'I ;for HO 4:- CHIN -fL,! L SHIH

11\ SHUI ef' SHEN ~ YU l~ CHOU {~ HOU JR.. TUAN

1.. WANG ~i 1~ T'UNG -t CHI f,[' YU , CHUN

{IL CWOU ~ MI ~ WU "" TSUNG l- CHIANG ! HUANG
~ -;t:.

:;\ LlU {~ lEN .Ji. WU ~ CHU 1Jt. YAO ~;- MIAO
c E'!I

t PIEN 1:11. WU g Lii )fr.~ CH'U ~ SHIH rfr NAN

-R. K'UNG ~ AN *' SUNG -5':: YUEH t CH'A IT
t YU

*'
CHU ...... TS'EN ~ CH'ENG ~ CH'AI ~ TANG/5j' x,

f YIN ;r.. CHIANG t LI ~ I ~ LIU .% MA

If NlU {- YANG ,;/:1 TU ~ LIN 1~ HUNG ~ KAO
~

1:. WEN ~f AI ;f.. WANG *- LAI 7Jt HSI ,{7~ NI

Jt.{
x..
~ CH'UAN J'Y SHA k MENG ;:toiL TSU ;lz LING

tr KAN 1\ I -K.. SHEN ftf CH'lU ;;foX., CHU *'- YUAN,
EE T'IEN It WEI f7t YUAN 9~ SHAO 1f;e.., CHI It T'ANG

EI PAl f NIEN ~' CH'ENG ::fit. HANG ~ HU l HSIA

:G SHIH If- MOU })( TI -h.. AO -'1. MAO ~ HSI



continued

17

:j~ SUN ~ HSD ~ HO J.~ FENG ;i;~- MU It-tV!
/

~ HSI fr KUO ,fj CHIAO '* CH'I I~K. OU .iJ LOI _

..- ~ ft-t.tit. HSU Jlt CH'EN !ff LAO jl CHAI ~
T'AN

''/

-~. P'U ~ T'AO

~
CH'IAO ;~. P'U rt YING ;,t PIEN

I

;~ T'U ?b LU FU i~ T'UNG il! P'U ~~ KUAN

~ LIEN ~ SHENG ,~1- CH'IN tJ4 y"JI.. MIU /it. LUNG

t~X
""j

t SANG '~ CH'ANG ~i!. 1{ LOU ~~ CH'UEH t FENG

~t YIN ~ MAl #U YANG 11 LIU ~f HSUEH 1j K'UANG

t CH'IN i KUEI
~

TUNG if P'AN mHSIEH LIN

~ WENG r8J SHANG 1- YEH }<<- TS'AI ~ HAN ~tf!!

~
,'L

-rl CH'U ""
.IIP lU ~

WAN At CHIANG ~ CHUNG ~ YEN

14,tf HAO ~
KO ~ WEI ~' TAl li SU

tf LANG t HUANG ~
YU ";K T'AN ' MJ ,fi CHI

~'

t/'f~ KUEI ~f SHU ~ CH'W
~

TENG f TOU

~ CHIN ~ LI ~ CHAN 3t CH'IH It KUEI

~
K'AN

fl

J\: CHEN ! T'UNG Jj- LU ~
CHENG ,ft CH'U TANG

~ SHIH • 'II! WEN ~ KUO %It T'ENG <~ CHIEN "'t~1.

f-t
~ 1'''
JIl} YU :;~ TSOU Lt LI

.,
LAN ~, KU

~

It LU f~ MJN t CHlA ,~ CH'ING ;iat TSANG it lAO

'i
, Ji\; T'IEHfit WEI FEI

~
HSIEH ,m LI ~ YEN

1" 7 •

~
.. " i:=-t"'(TS'U! ""r- YU ~ CH'U

~
FAN it WEI

1 CH'AO 'if SHAN *,f CH'U ~ LU ....~ SA t LI
'if

~ NIEHt )('ANG f TAN ,,~~ WU ~ P'AN KUNG

1R CHANG t T'U W.: YUNG rll YEN DOUBLE SURNAMES

~ CH'I ~ CHI 1: LEI ~ YUEH

R~;if TSENG "'~ P'ENG f\1llt -f;l:.{
eI lJ.7

t TS'AO '~ YUN 1t CH'I 1f HUO 1 -g' SHANG-KUAN

;,11 LIANG
~

T'ANG I!! LIAO ~ LU ;;U~ SSU-T'U
;t,

~ MEl ~ CH'ENG ~ JUNG ~ HSIAO rr ..~ SSU-MA

f PI f HUA ~t. HSWNG ~. CH'IEN t ~. HUANG-P'U
... ,..
tt \,,).' ;K

! CHANG t FEI KUAN .f~ PAO ~I I TUAN-MU

{1 FU 1~ HSIANC r{j WEN tt CHU fKf~ OU-YANG
-,

~~ CHUANC i,.~ FENG ~ P'EI t~. LAI t1i TUNG-FANG

l MO 4B- NW ~ CHAO ~L LUNG ~&1 CHU-KO
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CHART 5

ROMANIZING FAMILY NAMES

* * * *
Mandarin

(Mathews' Dictionary)

The surname table below is arranged by stroke-count. When romanizing personal names,
hyphenate all double surnames and all two-character given names.

Example:
Jlt *' 1tCh'en Yung-kuang

e]",~ st:. 1::-
Ssu-ma Wen-jen

ROMANIZATlO~TABLE OF COMMON FAMILY NAMES

';;"~/<Jfff. -e: PAO d: CHI ~f CH'I r.:r CHU -~ FANa a- r

~ PU .It SHIH ~ CH'U
/- KU foJ SHANG 1i~ YU-s-

T TING E. TSO II K'UANG k LENG J( wu llf HSING

n TIAO if P'ING ~f. {tj LI tKl JUI 'f WEI

ti ~1
~ )<:;t YU KU PEl "" YEN MI 101 K'O

j[ FANG
~

CH'IU f CH'E '\1 ~.
CHO f- HSU.l:L

-t MAO &.. P'I "far HO 4::- CHIN -IGt !. SHIH

11\ SHUI f SHEN ~ YU It] CHOU {~ HOU $~ TUAN

1.. WANG ):.1 1'1{- T'UNG 1t CHI f,[" YU , CHUN

1'fL CH'OU -* MI ~ WU ~ TSUNG -t- CHIANG ]:. HUANG-if'( -ff-

7\ LIU {cf: JEN 5l- WU ,% CHU ~ YAO ~r MIAO
'C> ~

t PIEN {II. WU g LU J~ CH'U -}!t SHIH !fr NAN

.Jt. K'UNG .t:- AN *- SUNG -tf:: YUEH '1 CH'A Itt
t YU i CHU

..... TS'EN ~ CH'ENG '1' CH'AI "*' TANGl' x,

f YIN ;:L CHIANG t LI ~ I ~ LIU .~ MA

If NIU {- YANG tl TU ~ LIN '1" HUNG ~ KAOr'aJ
~ WEN ~f AI ;1- WANG *- LAI ?It HSI -Wu NI

Jr.f. x..
~ CH'UAN J'l' SHA 1<- MENG ~,a TSU ;-{ LING

tt KAN 1\ I ~K... SHEN i1 CH'IU it-JL CHU s, YUAN

EB T'IEN Ie:. WEI f7t YUAN Qj!> SHAO ~e., CHI ~ T'ANG

8 PAl f NIEN rJ<,' CH'ENG 1it. HANG ~~ HU l HSIA

h SHIH i MOU :11<. TI ~ AO ::f MAO & HSI



continued
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*' SUN Pf HSU ~ HO J.l;t FENG ;i;.~- MU IhI
./

/rf HSI ~f KUO Ai CHIAO i~ CH'I It!:. OU .f LO
~., .

t-t.{
~ HSU Pt. CH'EN !ff LAO 1- CHAI 1 T'AN

-~. P'U ~ T'AO

~
CH'IAO i~' P'U It YING PIEN

/

i~ T'U ?b LU FU 1~ T'UNG ilt P'U ~~ KUAN

it.. LIEN §i SHENG ~:z CH'IN tJt.{ ~"'- MIU It LUNG

t~f.
"'y

t SANG '~ CH'ANG 1{ LOU ~~ CH'UEH g, FENG
~

~t YIN t. MAl #g YANG "1 LlU .' HsUEH ~~ K'UANGt;f
i CH'IN li. KUEI

~,

TUNG iW PiAN ~ HSIEH ~ LIN
i

~ WENG ~ SHANG 1- YEH *:c TS'AI ~ HAN -=-t l!!
ri

if,
-rl CH'U

~ M ~ CHUNG
."'"

-11."
JU WAN CHIANG ifK. YEN

,tt HAO r.f
~

KO 1ft WEI I'TAI fi SU

tf LANG ~ HUANG YU 2~ T'AN . MI $i CHI
/~ ~J

f/\.f$i KUEI ~f SHU ~~ CH'lU ~
TENG r TOU

~ CHIN ~ LI ~ CHAN it CH'IH 9t KUEI

~
K'AN

I!l

$. CHEN j rUNG j} LU ~
CHENG {l CH'U TANG

~ SHIH
....

WEN it KUO %It T'ENG '~ CHIEN "'t~l

i-I.
~ rJ',
;~ $I~ TSOU j .' ~ KUYU LI 'U. LAN

;t LU &1 MIN f CHIA .&t CH'ING ;f( TSANG 1~ JAO

t • 4f;; T'IEHAt WEI FEI ftt HSIEH J,tJ LI M! YEN
l' J'

~t"f~ '* YU
n»;

TS'UI ~ CH'U 'Yf. FAN .{t. WEI

~ CH'AO , SHAN ~f CH'U ~ LU fk SA ~LI.'a'

t j('ANG f TAN ..~~ WU ~ P'AN 1& NIEH 'j KUNG

sR CHANG ,f T'U ~ YUNG ~tl YEN
DOUBLE SURNAMES

~ CH'I ~ CHI l' LEI ~ yUEH

;ft~>it TSENG ;!>~ P'ENG ttJllt fd
el $7

t TS'AO 'ff YUN f CH'I ;f HUO 11' SHANG-KUAN

-n LIANG
~

T'ANG .If; LIAO ~ LU ~Uk.. SSU-T'U
~-r-

~ MEl *1 CH'ENG J!. lUNG ~ HSIAO ~ ..t>v SSU-MA

~
PI f HUA ~~ HSlUNG ~. CH'IEN ! ¥ HUANG-P'U

'"" ,;; n. ,,. ;K

f
CHANG 1[ FEI !I KUAN PAO ~, J TUAN-MU

FU :f~ HSIANG r-(J WEN t{-i CHU ~n~ OU-YANG
-,

~~ CHUANC i,.~ FENG ~ ptE! ~~ LAI ~1f TUNG-FANG

l MO 4B- NlU ~ CHAO ~t LUNG #~ CHU-KO
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~~ ,t Jf;; ~
l,(t'f"H, ;,jljf1f.,7l-,\:~~

Dynasty 'iTt Approx, Correspon tng

or Emperor or Empress Reign Years of Western Year to

Kingdom Reign First Year of Reign

aJ,[ ;/\ tJi. T'ai Tsu ~* s: Hung Wu 31 1368 A. D.
Ming t.Ar ,1, ," Hui Ti :l:. Chien Wen 4 1399 A. D.

~ ~:Il- Ch'enz Tsu 11<.. ~ Yung La 22 1403 A. D.

-<~ -:r jen Tsung * ~~ Hung Hsi 1 1425 A. D.. , "
,..~ Hsuan Tsung ~ ~, Hsiian Te 1426 A. D.E3 " 10

Jf.. 1f. Ytna Tsung .J1. t<fw Cheng T'ung 14 1436 A. D.

f~ Ching Ti J1. ~ Ching T'ai 7 1450 A. D.H.
I~ ~! Ying 'I'sung 1:. 111m T'ien Shun 8 1457 A. D.-It..

f 4. Hsien Tsung {'it: .<t.. Ch'eng Hua 23 1465 A. D.

fA -il'. Hsiao Tsung ~).>. l~ Hung Chlh 18 1488 A. D.

~-% Wu TSUOQ: .i!:- f!, Cheng Te 16 1506 A. D.

1!t~ Shih Tsung 1; ¢f Chia Ching 45 1522 A. D.

~., Mu Tsung r~ ~ Lung Ch'Inz 6 1567 A. D.-«-
1>'1' .ff, Shen Tsung Jb It Wan Li 47 1573 A. D.

.:}C -!f.. Kuanz Tsun ~ :, T'ai Ch'anz 1 1620 A. D.

$. '" Hsi Tsung *- IJ- T'ien cir:.. .;r; 7 1621 A. D•.

'ill o!- Szu Tsunz ~ ill Ch'ung Chen 17 1628 A. D.,.~-:r,

'.

-w: lB. Shih Tsu IIJ~ -b.
Shun Chin 18 1644 A. D.:(p

~f 1}If 1:1l- Sheng Tsu ,'1, ~.{-. K'anz Hsi 61 1662 A. D.
Ch'ing {!! '" Shih 'Tsunz ftt iE... Yung Cheng~ 13 1723 A. D.

~ 4'. Kao TSUOQ: f£ r-t Ch'ien Lung , . 60 1736 A. D.,,,- .:f. jen Tsung 1;; ~ Chia Ch'ing 25 1796 A.D.

-r 1. Hsuan T:iuOQ: ~~ fu Tao Kuanz 30 1821 A. D.

t: ~ Wen Tsung ~ t Hsien Peng 11 1851 A. D.

1/!. .;r, Mu Tsunz 'Gl
,>"

T'ung Chih 13 1862 A. D.I"
~. ;to Te Tsung t .l':;f Kuanz HSll 34 1875 A. D.

~ f.1'G Hsiian T''unz 3 1909 A. D.

'!'.~~
Republic 1912 A. D.
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CHART 7

THE 60 YEAR CYCLICAL CALENDAR

* * * *

CHINESE YEARS IN THE CYCLE, A.D.

1- '" T Chic-Tzu 1204 1264 1324 1384 1444 1504 1564 1624 1684 1744 1804 1864 1924
2. L. cfr I-Ch'ou 1205 1265 1325 1385 1445 1505 1565 1625 1685 1745 1805 1865 1925
3. i'j :l! Ping-Yin 1206 1266 1326 1386 1446 1506 1566 1626 1686 1746 1806 1866 1926
4. T 4n Ting-Moo 1207 1267 1327 1387 1447 1507 1567 1627 1687 1747 1807 1867 1927
5. IX Ii< Wu-Ch'en 1208 1268 1328 1388 1448 1508 1568 1628 1688 1748 1808 1868 1928
6. C E. Chi-5zu 1209 1269 1329 1389 1449 1509 1569 1629 1689 1749 1809 1869 1929
7. iii 'F Keng-Wu 1210 1270 1330 1390 1450 1510 1570 1630 1690 1750 1810 1870 1930
8. $ *' Hsin-Wei 1211 1271 1331 1391 1451 1511 1571 1631 1691 1751 1811 1871 1931
9. I .. Jen-Shen 1212 1272 1332 1392 1452 1512 1572 1632 1692 1752 1812 1872 1932

10. 9! l!l Kuei-Yu 1213 1273 1333 1393 1453 1513 1573 1633 1693 1753 1813 1873 1933
11- '" iJt Chle-Hsn 1214 1274 1334 1394 1454 1514 1574 1634 1694 1754 1814 1874 1934
12. L. 11: l-Hel 1215 1275 1335 1395 1455 1515 1575 1635 1695 1755 1815 1875 1935
13. i'j T Ping-Tzu 1216 1276 1336 1396 1456 1516 1576 1636 1696 1756 1816 1876 1936
14. T cfr Ting-Ch'ou 1217 1277 1337 1397 1457 1517 1577 1637 1697 1757 1817 1877 1937
15. IX :l! Wu-Yin 1218 1278 1338 1398 1458 1518 1578 1638 1698 1758 1818 1878 1938
16. C 4n Chi-Mao 1219 1279 1339 1399 1459 1519 1579 1639 1699 1759 1819 1879 1939
17. iii ;< Keng-Ch'en 1220 1280 1340 1400 1460 1520 1580 1640 1700 1760 1820 1880 1940
18. $ E. Hsin-Szu 1221 1281 1341 1401 1461 1521 1581 1641 1701 1761 1821 1881 1941
19. I 'F Jen-Wu 1222 1282 1342 1402 1462 1522 1582 1642 1702 1762 1822 1882 1942
20. l! *' Kuei-Wei 1223 1283 1343 1403 1463 1523 1583 1643 1703 1763 1823 1883 1943
21- '" .. Chic-Sheri 1224 1284 1344 1404 1464 1524 1584 1644 1704 1764 1824 1884 1944
22. L. l!l I-Yu 1225 1285 1345 1405 1465 1525 1585 1645 1705 1765 1825 1885 1945
23. i'j iJt Ping-HsU 1226 1286 1346 1406 1466 1526 1586 1646 1706 1766 1826 1886 1946
24. T 11: Ting-Hoi 1227 1287 1347 1407 1467 1527 1587 1647 1707 1767 1827 1887 1947
25. IX T Wu-Tzu 1228 1288 1348 1408 1468 1528 1588 1648 1708 1768 1828 1888
26. C cfr Chl-Ch'cu 1229 1289 1349 1409 1469 1529 1589 1649 1709 1769 1829 1889
27. iii :l! Keng-Yin 1230 1290 1350 1410 1470 1530 1590 1650 1710 1770 1830 1890 1950
28. $ 4n Hsin-Mao 1231 1291 1351 1411 1471 1531 1591 1651 1711 1771 1831 1891 1951
29. I Ii< Jen-Ch'en 1232 1292 1352 1412 1472 1532 1592 1652 1712 1772 1832 1892 1952
30. 9! E. Kuei-Szu 1233 1293 1353 1413 1473 1533 1593 1653 1713 1773 1833 1893 1953
31. '" '" Chia-Wu 1234 1294 1354 1414 1474 1534 1594 1654 1714 1774 1834 1894 1954
32. L. *' I-Wei 1235 1295 1355 1415 1475 1535 1595 1655 1715 1775 1835 1895 1955
33. i'j .. Ping-Shen 1236 1296 1356 1416 1476 1536 1596 1656 1716 1776 1836 1896 1956
34. T l!l Ting-Yu 1237 1297 1357 1417 1477 1537 1597 1657 1717 1n7 1837 1897 1957
35. IX iJt Wu":Hsu 1238 1298 1358 1418 1478 1538 1598 1658 1718 1778 1838 1898 1958
36. C s; Chi-Hoi 1239 1299 1359 1419 1479 1539 1599 1659 1719 1779 1839 1899 1959
37. iii T Keng-Tzu 1240 1300 1360 1420 1480 1540 1600 1660 1720 1780 1840 1900 1960
38. $ cfr Hsin-Ch'ou 1241 1301 1361 1421 1481 1541 1601 1661 1721 1781 1841 1901 1961
39. " :l! Jen-Yln 1242 1302 1362 1422 1482 1542 1602 1662 1722 1782 1842 1902 1962
40. 9! 4n Kuei-Mao 1243 1303 1363 1423 1483 1543 1603 1663 1723 1783 1843 1903 1963
41. '" Ii< Chic-Ch'en 1244 1304 1364 1424 1484 1544 1604 1664 1724 1784 1844 1904 1964
42. L. E. I-Szu 1245 1305 1365 1425 1485 1545 1605 1665 1725 1785 1845 1905 1965
43. i'j '" Ping-Wu 1246 1306 1366 1426 1486 1546 1606 1666 1726 1786 1846 1906 1966
44. T " Ting-Wei 1247 1307 1367 1427 1487 1547 1607 1667 1727 1787 1847 1907 1967
45. IX >J; Wu-Shen 1248 1308 1368 1428 1488 1548 1608 1668 1728 1788 1848 1908 1968
46. C l!l Chi-Yu 1249 1309 1369 1429 1489 1549 1609 1669 1729 1789 1849 1909 1969
47. iii '" Keng-Hsu 1250 1310 1370 1430 1490 1550 1610 1670 1730 1790 1850 1910 1970
48. " "Ii Hsln-Hcl 1251 1311 1371 1431 1491 1551 1611 1671 1731 1791 1851 1911 1971
49. " T Jen-Tzu 1252 1312 1372 1432 1492 1552 1612 1672 1732 1792 1852 1912 1972
50. 9! it Kuei-Ch'ou 1253 1313 1373 1433 1493 1553 1613 1673 1733 1793 1853 1913 1973
51- '" " Chic-Yin 1254 1314 1374 1434 1494 1554 1614 1674 1734 1794 1854 1914 1974
52. C. qn I-Mao 1255 1315 1375 1435 1495 1555 1615 1675 1735 1795 1855 1915 1975
53. '" "' Plnq-Ch'en 1256 1316 1376 1436 1496 1556 1616 1676 1736 1796 1856 1916 1976
54. T E. Ting-Szu 1257 1317 1377 1437 1497 1557 1617 1677 1737 1797 1857 1917 1977
55. IX '1- Wu-Wu 1258 1318 1378 1438 1498 1558 1618 1678 1738 1798 1858 1918
56. C *' Chi-Wei 1259 1319 1379 1439 1499 1559 1619 1679 1739 1799 1859 1919
57. iii ,~ Keng-Shen 1260 1320 1380 1440 1500 1560 1620 1680 1740 1800 1860 1920 1980
58. " !!l Hsln-Yu 1261 1321 1381 1441 1501 1561 1621 1681 1741 1801 1861 1921 1981
59. I '" Jen-Hsii 1262 1322 1382 1442 1502 1562 1622 1682 1742 1802 1862 1922 1982
60. 'R >: Kuei Hoi 1263 1323 1383 1443 1503 1563 1623 1683 1743 1803 1863 1923 1983
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CHINESE LOCAL HISTORIES AS A SOURCE

FOR THE GENEALOGIST

INTRODUCTION

The collections of records known variously as "local histories" or "local gazetteers,,1
(fang-chih 15it" ti-fang-chih :tfu15it, or occasionally ti-chih :tfu;=tJ;), belong to a
specialized style of historical writing peculiar to China and those areas heavily influ
enced by Chinese culture. The local histories were usually compiled under official
patronage and have a fairly standardized arrangement of contents. Several thousand
of these histories were compi led during the Ming, Ch'ing and Republican periods, and,
with slightly altered content, continue to be compiled in Taiwan and Mainland China
to this day. Estimates of the total number of fang-chih available today run from 7,000
to 10,000 different editions for different localities.

The writing of local histories in China has a very long history and many authorities list
the Hua-yang kuo-chih ¥i~~it, written in the 4th Century A.D., as one of the
earliest forerunners of the fang-chih. The t'u-ching Iii~ is also considered to be an
early precursor of the fang-chih, ond both Sui and T'ang emperors ordered the compi
lation of such records for each area of their empires.

Fang-chih first appeared during the Sung dynasty (960-1279) and a few hundred of
them were compiled with a fairly standardized general format. The first general gazet
teer for the whole empire was compiled by the Yuan dynasty (1260-1368), and subse
quent dynasties followed the example by compiling comprehensive gazetteers for the
whole empire using information taken largely from the fang-chih. The compilation of
fang-chih became very widespread during the Ch'ing dynasty (1644-1912) when the
Yung-cheng emperor ordered t'ung-chih ;;mit to be compiled for each province in
the empire. In turn, all administrative divisions under the direction of the provincial
governors were ordered to compile and edit their own histories. The Ta Ch'ing i-t'ung
chih*m--;;miit, completed in 1744, was the result. It included information on 18
provinces; 1,600 fu, chou and hsien; numerous colonies; and 30 tributary states, all of
which, we may assume, compiled some sort of local history to be used as reference for
the empire-wide gazetteer.

1A gazetteer is defined as a geographical dictionary or a listing of place names. Since the fang-clrih in
cludes so much more than a simple listing of place names, the use of the term "local history" is preferable
to "local gazetteer.... The character~ ~ is almost always part of the title, and can be translated as
"treatise" or "comprehensive discussion of...
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Fang-chih were generally compiled by groups of local scholars and editors working un
der the sponsorship and direction of a local official. A great number of these local
scholars were engaged in the compilation and periodic re-editing of the local history,
and it can be assumed that these editors had ot least semi-official status and had ac
cess to important records and official documents in local government offices.

Many fang-chih have been compiled for the following major administrative subdivi
sions:

Province:
Prefec ture:
Subprefecture:
District:

t'ung-chih
fu-chih
chou-chih
hsien-chih

(Provincial histories)
(Prefectural histories)
(Subprefectural histories)
(District or "county" histories)

A very large majority of the extant fang-chih in the world's libraries are hsien-chih,
but histories were also compiled for some of the minor administrative subdivisions.
These are relatively less common, and include t'ing-chih & it, wei-chih :fMj it,
kuan-chihlUJ it, chen-chih ~10, hsiang-t'u-chih mIl±10, and hsiang-chen-chih

~6_it·

Comparisons of the hsien, the fu, and the provincial histories show that the most im
portant material in the'1isien-chih is also included in the fu-chih, but is almost always
summarized. Information in the fu-chih is in turn included in an abridged form in the
provincial t'ung-chih. It is therefore necessary, even if one finds a pertinent entry in
one of the fu or provincial histories, to consult the hsien-chih for full information.
Also, latereditions summarize or leave out some information found in earlier editions,
so earlier editions should not be neglected in the search for information. It is wise to
check old editions because, on occasion, later editions add information not found in
the earlier sources, and such added detail should be viewed with suspicion. The great
value of the fu and provincial histories lies in the fact that a given fu-chih or t'ung
chih may be based on an earlier edition of the hsien-chih, and may even be more reli
CibI'e and detai led than the current edition of the hsien-chih. Fang-chih published in
the Ch'ing or Republican periods are not always reliable for the Ming period; thus all
available editions and histories must be consulted to ensure that the most accurate and
complete information possible is obtained.

ORGANIZATION AND CONTENT OF CHINESE LOCAL HISTORIES

All information in the fang-chih is arranged by topic, and these topical ~ections usu
ally include information on practically every aspect of a locality's history and geogra
phy. While the content, arrangement, and terminology used for topics differs somewhat
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from ploce to place, there is a basic pattern for most of the fang-chih, particularly
those from the late Ming to the early Republic. Of the topics listed below, not all
are included in every fang-chih, but any given fang-chih will include most of them
or at least something equivalent.

1. Maps . . . . . . . . . • . • • . • . . • . . . . . . . . . • • • . . . .. [iii ;;/!!f

2. Successive Changes of the Territorial Divisions •••••••• §t 00' rfj' $

3. Astronomy... • • • • • • • • • . . • • . • • • • • • • • • • . . • •• ~ !Y

4. Boundaries................................ ~ ~

5. Terrain.................................. % ~

6. Mountains and Rivers. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •• L1J 111

7. Passes, Fords, Bridges •••••••••••••••••••••••• ~ r1f1: 1ii iIi!;

8. Loco I Customs ••.•••••.•••..••••••••••.•••• m f§

9. CityWallsandMoats ••••••••••••••••••••••••• ifix iiB

10. River Conservancy and Dykes. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •• rPJ 1l1J

11. Emperors and Imperial Princes ••••••••••••••••••• m :E

12. Empresses and Imperial Concubines. • • • • • • • • • • • • • •• J§ 92

13. Titles of Nobility. • • • • • • • • • • • . • • • • • • • • • • • • •• .:w §t

14. Mil itory Sys tern •••••••••••••.•••••••••••••• fie ilil]

15. Public Offices of the Local Government •••••••••••• 0- ~

16. Schools.................................. !'J ;j)(

17. Provincial Academy, Local Academies, Charity Schools •• ~~~IJ~~~

18. Rites and Ceremonies. • • • • • . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . • •• $ WI

19. Population ••••••••••••.••.••••••••••••••• P 0

20. Land Tax ••.••••••••.••••.•••••••.••••.•• EB llJi\;
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21. Transportation, Courier Service, Salt Monopoly. • • • • • •• tfi ~ ~ ~

22. (Tables of) Officials ••.••••••••••••••••.••••• ~ '§'

23. local Products III , III .. .. .. .. ~~ Ji.

24 • Graves and Tombs •••••••••••••• '. • . • • • • • . • • •• ~ ~

25. Ancestral Shrines ••••••••••••••••••••••••••• iji§j mE

26. (Buddhist and Taoist) Temples •••••.••••••••••••• ~

27. Historica I Si tes III .. .. .. • .. • .. .. .. .. .. .. d

28. Examination (Results) • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •• ~ •

29. Biographies of Eminent Officials ••••••••••••••••. :B r~

30. Clans and Fami lies ••••••..•.•••••••••••••••. K 1fi:.

31. Biographies of Local Worthies •••••.•• • • • • • • • • • •• A ~m

32. Biographies of Martyrs .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . . . .. .. .. .. j~

33.. Filial Sons III • .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. • .. .. • .. • .. .. .. '$

34... Virtuous Women II' .. • .. .. .. .. .. • .. • .. .. .. • • 9'rJ

35. Chaste Widows .; .. • .. .. ~

36 ... Hermits .... II .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. • .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ~

37. Taoists and Buddhists. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •• {W

38 .. The Aged =@'

39 .. Men of Ski II B

-=1_-

i'f,t

40. Immigrants from other Provinces (or Itinerant Scholars) •••• ilrt '~

H41.. Li terarure III .. .. .. ~

42. Misce lIaneous Topics. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . . . • • •• ~
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Topics dealing with the geography, topography and place names of a locality (nos. 1-7
above) generally take comparatively few of the total pages in a typicol fang-chih.
The greatest amount of space in any given fong-chih is ordinarily devoted to the bio
grophical sections (usually including the above listed topics Nos. 29-40). Some fang
chih include extensive sections on "Clans and Families" (No. 30 above) while ot~
may have up to 100 pages of "Examination Results" (No. 28 above). The organization
and subdivision of topics varies from history to history, but the basic structure is simi
lar and the topics included are fairly uniform. More detailed information on the value
and use of various sections is contained in the pages following.

In many cases topics are grouped together under several related general headings, and
sometimes are bound in separate volumes. For example, several topics dealing with
the geography, place names, boundary changes and topography of an area might be
grouped under a single general heading -- "Territory" 1l!fiB . Following is the table
of contents taken from a typical fang-chih. To illustrate how much space is devoted
to each general heading, the number of pages have been noted in brackets.

Chin-chiang hsien chih 1"frr~~ , 1765 edition.

CHOAN-SHOU

TERRITORY 1l! fiB ~

OFFICIAL AFFAIRS fJil ffilJ ~

CENSUS 11& *~ ~

SCHOOLS ~ ;j)( it;;

Preface Ff, Names of Compilers ~13 , Table
of Contents § ~ , Exp lanations fL BiU, Maps
and Illustrations 11i. [18 pagesl

Boundary Changes {f'!;!j!i:, Astronomy ¥IJ!Y, Cli
mate :*\1~ , Boundaries jJj:ljj\\, Cities and T~wns

iI'~.EtJ. , Mountains and Rivers L1J 11/, Tides i~i'5 ,
Water Control 7.kfIJ, Local Products t'JJRt ,
Local Customs §lIf§. [35 ppJ

City Walls and Moats Jmi'tB , Official Buildings
and Offices i}~, Markets T1J~ , Courier Ser
vice ,~;5ffl , Memorial Inscriptions and Pavilions
:f1j,"if, Bridges and Fords liiit, Welfare and
Charity Administration !WJE)I:, JIit/)jE)I:. [18 ppl

Populationpo. Land±EB , Taxation lliit'i9' ' Salt
Monopoly I!'i$:, Military Colonies t1L EB '
Graneries and Prisons1'f1ffi'l • [15 ppl

School Syste~ffilJ ,))i~;'!j11 School Land :~ EB ,
Enrollment in Prefectural School ~¥'I\W , Acade
mies~~76 , Supplementary Schoolsffd:~ •
[8 ppl



SACRIFICES

OFFICIALS

MILITARY DEFENSE

EXAMINATION

LOCAL WORTHIES

MISCELLANEOUS ±
/[:Y-
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Shrines and Temples JJl'i~Ji\ij~, Ancestral Tem
ples ;fciJ~. [9ppJ

Official System 11i1ll), Names of Officials fr1B:; ,
Biographies of Famous Officials ,§!lft. [27 ppJ

Regu lations iIlIJill[, Promotions M?I-#, Mi Iitary
Honors:liR;1fJ , Biographical Sketches af Mi Iitary
Men M?I-~t!j!:r,m . [17 ppl

Recommendations !'Am, Civil Degreest+§~±J~3i
Military Degrees :liR;~:liR;~. [51 ppl

Biagraphies 310AiJ , Biographies of the Loyal ,'it;~,

Filial and Friendly ~;5[, Officials ttlft,
Scholars)(:ffi , Hermits ~~, Immigrants ¥J,f;f.lI;,
the Aged iil':,;'i , Thase Receiving Honorary Titles
!'trli , Virtuaus Women 310:tz:. [235 ppJ

Histarical Sites b"lft , Cemeteries and Tombs
'{;~ , Temples ~i!l, Literature fi)(, Biogra
phies of Buddhists and Taoists{W~ , Calamities
~¥~ , Military records *BJL Literature;fciJ~ •
[50 ppJ

Before using any of the fang-chih a careful examinatian of the table of contents should
be made. This will shaw how the volume is organized generally and will serve to ac
quaint the reader with the specialized terminology that might be used in that particular
lacality. Valuable informatian concerning the organization, style, content and ar
rangement of the volume can also be obtained from the "Explanations" fL f3iU sectian,
and this shou Id not be overloaked when approaching any fang-chih for the first time.
If any particular term in the table of contents is unfamiliar and cannot be found in a
dictionary, examine the section in question and see exactly what type of information
is included. This is often the best way to determine the meaning of a specific term.
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GAZETTEER AND PLACE NAMES SECTION

Information on the place names of a local ity is especially rich in the fang-chih. Infor
mation on name and boundary changes, names of local landmarks, etc., can be found
in any of several sections. The most useful section for determining correct place names
in a given time period is the "Successive Changes" 9!;[~~$section. These are often
arranged in convenient tabular form and may be used for determining the modern place
name for an old locality or for determining an old name for a modern place. These
tables include information on name and boundary changes in each dynasty and reign
period, and when used with the comprehensive listings of place names also found in
the fang-chih, many place names which are not included in any modern gazetteer or
atlas can be located with a great deal of accuracy.

The following is an example with translation of one of the "Successive Changes" sec
tions taken from the Hsiu-ning hsien chih {~$~;t , 1693 edition.

SUCCESSIVE CHANGES

EASTERN HAN HAN CH'IN TIME PERIOD
(Dynasty and

208 A.D. 25 A. D. 110 B.C. 209 B. C. Reign Title)

Hsintu-chun Tanyang- Tanyang-chlin Chang-chun CHUN
chilo (Chang Pro-

LEVEL --Sun Chluan sent General Ho Chti to attack Made up of 17 vince)
Chin Chli, Mao Kan and Chten Po in (the Made up of hsien, with

Record ofarea of) Yi and She. (He) conquered the 16 hsien. the capital at Made up of
area and divided She into Shihhsin, Hsin- Wanling. the two hsien. Affairs
ting. Liyang and Hsiuyang. The capital present-day
was in Shihhsin, the present-day Ch'unan. Ningkuo-fu.

Hsiuyang, the 4th hsien, was the capital of (blank indi- Hsiuning was Hsiuning was
HSIEN

(She) Tuwei and was located in the cates no part of the part of the
Hsihsiang area of She. The ancient capital change) jurisdiction of territory west LEVEL --
was 2 !!. west of the present-day capital, She-tuwei. of the capi-
behind Lingniao mountain. The name of tal of She. Record of
the mountain was changed to Fenghuang Affairs
mountain and is the same as the present-
day Feng mountain.
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Fang-chih also contain detailed listings of villages and towns, plus the names and lo
cations of mountains and streams in the area. These may also provide useful informa
tion for locating a birth or burial place on a modern map. The following is an example
of the" Gazetteer Section" W.i:fuiit ~5~ from the p1an-yu hsien chih ~~~:it,

1931 edition.

r~\ 7)t
f(i;l~

HOW TO USE THE GAZETTEER AND PLACE NAMES SECTIONS

The most useful gazetteer and place name sections are to be found in fang-chih pub
lished after 1911 because they include modern, detailed maps and information running
back to very early periods. However, for locating old street names, minor administra
tive divisions, and place names during earlier periods, the older editions must be con
su lted.

For example, according to a clan genealogy with information origina lIy recorded about
1700, a family burial ground is located on Tungshan *w , a mountain somewhere in
the vicinity of Hsiuning-hsien in Anhwei province. In order to establish the correct
modern place name, the name of the mountain should first be searched out beginning
with the" Mountains and Rivers ll section LlJ }f[ of an early edition of the Hsiu-ning
hsien chih. After searching the 1695 edition, we find that Tungshan is listed and is
said to lie 15 ~ west of the capital town of Hsiuning-hsien. The same mountain is also
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found on on old map of mountains and rivers in the same edition. By consu Iting the
"Boundaries" section iiI~ of the same edition, we find that the border of the neigh
boring hsien on the west is 40 Ii distant, which makes the mountoin in question well
within ilieboundaries of the hsien. After consulting either a more modern edition of
the hsien history or a good geog;:aphical place name dictionary, we find that the name
and jurisdictional boundaries of Hsiuning-hsien have not changed since the early
Ch'ing dynasty. Through this procedure, the fami Iy burial ground on Tungshan used
during the early Ch' ing dynasty can definite Iy be located within the boundaries of
modern-day Hsiuning-hsien, Anhwei Province. Often it will be necessary to search
only the most recent edition of the fang-chih if the name of the place has not been
changed between the time that place name was used and the time the most recent edi
tion of the local history was compiled.

A similar procedure is possible for village and street names, names of bridges or other
landmarks. Sometimes it may be necessary to search several editions of the fang-chih
and perhaps the histories of other localities in the general vicinity before the place
name can be found. Once the place name is found, cross-referencing with more mod
ern editions of the fang-chih, modern place name dictionaries and atlases, old maps
and sections on boundaries and administrative division changes can accurately place
nearly every old place name in a modern administrative subdivision. If only the vil
lage name and the province are known, it may even be necessary to systematically
search through all the gazetteer sections of all the fang-chih for the entire province
unti I that vi lIage is located.

BIOGRAPHICAL SECTIONS

By far the greatest source of genealogical information to be consistently included in
the fang-chih are the biographies and biographical sketches. The biographies included
in the thousands of different fang-chih represent a vast "Who's Who" made up of short
biographies for tens of mi II ions of people. Small numbers of biographies are often
scattered throughout a particular fang-chih, but most are concentrated under a few
headings. A majority of all biographies included in a typical fang-chih will be found
under the general heading" Local Worthies" A~7J , and vary in length from a few
lines to a few pages.

Biographical sketches can also be found in other sections, such as "Officials" }~1l ,
including biographies of good officials; "Schools" ~13i: , which might include the
biography of a well-known teacher or scholar; "Sacrifices" ~1iiB , which might have
the biography of a benefactor who had made a contribution toward the refurbishing of
a local temple; or "Military" ~ilJIJ , which might have the biographies of famous
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generals or heros. In addition, a number of biographies can also be found in the
"Literature" iJ;x and "Miscellaneous" $ft§2 sections. Normally there are about
1,500 to 2,000 biographies in an average fang-chih, and none of the general head
ings or sections shou Id be overlooked when searching for a specific biography.

One of the most prominent feahJres of the biographies included in the fang-chih is
their classification by category. This results largely from the traditional Chinese con
ception of the purpose of government and the role of history. Nearly all traditional
Chinese historical writings may be described as "didactic;" that is, making moral ob
servations for the purpose of teaching and instruction. One of the primary purposes
and functions of the traditional Confucian state was the instruction of the people
through the praise of exemplary conduct, especially of those in office. By the same
token, much of the Chinese history has been devoted to recording for later genera
tions the deeds and accomplishments of the virtuous and upright in Chinese society.

The fang-chih, as local history, falls well within this main stream of Chinese "praise
and blame" historical writing, and in the compilation of fang-chih, local officials
set out to praise the worthy and set up examples of virhJous conduct to encourage simi
lar conduct among their own people. This "shepherding" and teaching of the people
~m.RW:.Rwas seen to be one of the primary functions and goals of Confucian "bene
volent government," and local officials actively sought to encourage public peace and
harmony through the cu Itivation of individual character and virhJe.

The categories used also reflect the Confucian concern for proper conduct in regard to
the major types of heirarchical human relationships - ~lim . As a result, those who
displayed noteworthy conduct in relation to the ruler were called "Loyal" ,i'- , and
would be classified as having performed notably in regard to the first type of human re
lationship, that of ruler to minister:EtEi'i • A person displaying virhJous conduct in re
gard to his parents would be called "Filial" :$': , and would be acknowledged for
outstanding conduct in regard to the second type of human relationship, that of father
to sonY:7- • Those women performing noteworthy deeds in regard to the proper con
duct between husband and wife ~~ would be called "YirhJous Women" J/jjz: or
"Chaste" ~W . Those excelling in conduct fitting for brothers 52.5I'r and friends
Jjfj-0Z: were referred to with such words as "Brotherly" 'I~ and "Friendly" -0Z:respec
tively.

Most fang-chih have more than these five major categories included in their biogra
phical sections, but the categories that are included all tend to reflect ideal Confucian
types. As a result, biographies were included for those people whose conduct was con
sidered loyal, filial, chaste, upright, brotherly, or be-nevolent and the biographical
sections are divided accordingly.
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HOW TO USE THE BIOGRAPHICAL SECTIONS

When searching for the biography of a particular person, it is usually very difficult to
know if the person will be included with the "Filial," "Loyal," or "Good Officials,"
so each section should be searched thoroughly. Very often there are clues that will
enable one to begin looking in a more likely place. ·For example, if it is known that
the man was an official in the area, it would be natural to look under the "Officials"
sections first. If it is known that a man died rather young leaving a widow, it might
be wise to begin looking in the "Chaste Widows" sections since young widows who
did not remarry were frequently included there.

Sometimes the table of contents will include an index to the names included in each
category and will thus facilitate searching for a specific biography. In other cases,
the number of biographies included in the fang-chih is so large that a complete listing
and index in the table of contents is not possible.

SECTIONS ON WOMEN

Several of the biographical sections are of special importance as a source of genealo
gical information, especially the sections on "Virtuous Women" 91J:9: , and the sec
tions on the "Chaste and Filial" frJ~ • Some of the most unique and useful of these
are the sections referred to as the "Chaste Widows" sections frJ\!iil • In traditional
Chinese society it was thought worthy of inclusion in the local history when a woman
"remained 10yal";'j:frJ to a deceased husband and did not remarry. Many of these
"Chaste Widows" sections include a huge number of names and usually include some
basic biographical data on each widow and her deceased husband. For example, the
Tung-kuan hsien chih *~~;t , 1911 edition, includes information in its "Chaste
Widows" section on more than 4,400 couples. As in most fang-chih, the entries are
listed with the husband's name first. It is common to find these sections arranged in
convenient tabu lar form, and when there are large numbers of entries they are some
times arranged and grouped according to the husbands' surnames.

Some women included in the "Chaste Widows" sections may also have a longer biogra
phy in one of the other sections devoted to "Virtuous Women" 91J:9:1't , and in such
cases a note to that effect is usually made where the woman's name appears in the
"Chaste Widows" section. In nearly all cases, the "Chaste Widows" section will in
clude the name of the woman's husband, her surname, .and usually some indication of
when they lived or when she was officially honored (usually posthumously) with the
"Chaste Widow" title. The sections on women in many fang-chih include much more
information than this about each woman and her family, and an example of one of the
best is included on pages 14 and 15.
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Information found in these sections on women can be used to verify information given
in other sources or to extend the mother's pedigree and fill in missing details about a
woman and her family. For example, if a clan genealogy states that a wife was
honored as a "Chaste Widow," the fang-chih for the locality in which the couple
lived should be searched for the husband's name in the "Chaste Widows" section. An
entry in the "Chaste Widows" table or a biography in the "Virtuous Women" section
often provides a great deal of information about the woman. Information that could
be learned from the "Chaste Widows" or "Virtuous Women" sections might include her
place of birth or origin, her father's name, her mother's surname, names of her chil
dren, her age at death, age at marriage, age at her husband's death, and other vital
information that may not be found in any other record.

From this information it is also possible to estimate various important dates such as
marriage, birth, and death dates for both her and her husband. Undoubtedly, the
greatest value of these sections on women lies in that information which makes con
tinued research on maternal ancestors possible. Information on the parents of women
who marry into a family is usually completely absent from other important sources such
as clan genealogies. Sections on women in the local histories can often provide the
basic information needed to do further research on the woman's line.

OTHER USEFUL SECTIONS

Depending on the specific fang-chih, other biographical sections are often very good
sources of information. The "Aged" sections ~IF include names of those persons
often with the names of their spouses, who had reached a very old age. These are usu
ally subdivided on the basis of whether they lived to be more than 100, more than 90,
more than 80, etc. Some of these "Aged" sections are very extensive and may include
information on several hundred couples in the area. In addition, the "Titles of No
bility"i1~ sections, sometimes included under the general heading "Local Worthies"
A~1JJ , may also contain a great deal of biographical information. These "Nobility"
sections usually include those who were awarded hereditary, honorary, posthumous
and other official titles and honors. Entries in the "Nobility" sections are usually in
the form of biographical sketches rather than tables.
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Wife of Li. Wife of Li, Wife of Li, Wife of Li. Wife of Li. Wife of Li Wife of Li Wife of Li. V'Tzu-chung, Ch'ang-yao, Hsing-lien Yon-lin, K'ai-chia. Tzu-chien. Shun-lu, Chiang-lung

~s Chang Miss Hsiung Miss Chien Miss Kuo Miss Chang Miss Wu Miss Un Miss Tseng
Place

Same Shuang-feng Chiu-ch'ang This city Ch'a-yiian In the city of
ChIang Street (Hoch'uan) Street (Hoch'uan) Residence

(Father) (Father)
Hsing-lien Fu-t'ang Husband's
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(named) Tso- brother K'ai-ming (Mother) brother
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Ch'ang-yao son and one born after hus.. Children

daughter band's death
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Age when
Widowed

Biography Her mother- Her husband' She took Without any When (her)
Elsewhere in-law was parents were care of her clansmen or father-in-law
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own children while her husband's depend on. old. her
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She served were still sister and her sewing, law died.
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(her family) very young. husband's weaving, She took care

Sketch
in great She had sister to- spinning and of him for 20

hardship. great hard- gether with embroidery tc years without
ship and was (her own) sustain her tiring. Also
well-known small chil- life. She (she) took
for her mial drenuntil lived a care of a wi-
conduct and they grew lonely and dowed
kindness. up. solitary life daughter-in-

in order to law and care
maintain her for infant
virtue. grandchildren

until they
grew up.

41 62 52 41 64 50 37 I\ge (or age

Living Living Living at death)
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CLANS AND FAMILIES SECTIONS

Without doubt, the most useful ond informative sources of genealogical information in
the fang-chih are the "Clans and Fami lies" sections ttt1*, 5:;1* , ±1*. Unfortu
nately, only about ten to twenty percent of the fang-chih include sections of this type.
In addition, the quality and amount of information included in a particular "Clans and
Families" section varies. For example, the T'ai-pei hsien chih -t'~t~it, 1960 edi
tion, includes a rather detailed listing of prominent families in the area with a short
narrative history of the fami Iy usually taken from the family's c Ian genealogy. There
is also a listing by town of the number of people with that particular surname living in
that area. These types of "Clans and Fami lies" sections are informative about the his
tory of the families, but give little genealogical information. On the other hand,
there are other fang-chih with excellent "Clans and Families" sections that do in
clude a great deal of genealogical information, and generally the most useful "Clans
and Fami Iies" sections are found in those fang-chih published during the late Ch'ing
and early Republican periods.

Following are two of the best examples of "Clans and Families" sections to be found in
any fang-chih. The first is taken from the Lu-chou fu chih 11II.1+lififit , 1885 edition,
and includes from four to seven generations of genealogy for each of 55 families, all
in the area of Hofei-hsien il~~~ , Anhwei Province. Most of the information is in
tabular form with the first generation at the top. There is also a brief narrative his
tory of the family name, the family's place of origin and other pertinent information.
The members in each generation are listed horizontally and the sons of each successive
generation are listed directly beneath and to the left of their father's name. This is
the regular Chinese genealogical style and is the general practice in many clan gene
alogies.

The second example is taken from the Ho-ch'uan hsien chih ilJJI~it, 1920 edition,
and includes a wealth of genealogical information for more than 300 families in
Hoch'uan-hsien, Szechwan Province. This is probably one of the most complete "Clans
and Fami lies" sections to be found, and these tables, together with the information that
can be taken from the biographical and "Examination" sections, is sufficient to con
struct a pedigree with more than eight generations and running from 1920 to the begin
ning of the Ch'ing dynasty in 1644. As in the previous example, the sons of the same
generation are listed horizontally and direct descendants in each successive generation
are listed directly beneath and to the left of their father's name.
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Kung Chih-ching. Kung Family of Hofei.
Imperial Academy Moved to Hofei from

Scholar Linch'uan, Kiangsi Province.
At the beginning of the

(Son) Ta-hsii. (Son) Ta-yiian. Ch'ing dynasty he held the
Kung-sheng Degree Imperial Academy pOSition of Shangshu and

Scholar later served as a district
magistrate in Hsienchi-hsien,

Yung-fang. Yung-hsin (Chekiang). His literary

Imperial Academy Imperial Academy style was excellent and popu-

Scholar. Scholar lar at that time. Recently
he was well-known for his

Chao-chti.., 1813 Chao-shan military merit and outstand-
Fu"kung Scholar. Given the position of ing management of official
Appointed Prefect of Cheng-shih-Iang. affairs, (and so) a table (of
T'ungchou, Kiangsu his descendants) is respect-
Province fully made.

Liang-chii. Liang-yii.
Yu-kung Scholar in I-hsiang Scholar
1879 and the Chii-jen
degree in 1882.
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Ch'en family of Hsi-li. T'aip'ing-ch'ang. F~CIa Lineage

Shensi Province, Chenan-hsien. Place of origin

Personal name: Hua. At the beginning of tbe (Ch'ing) dynasty came from Ch'in (Shensi) to Shu First Ancestor

(Szechwan) and settled his family in Hoch'uan. to Immigrate

Ta-tsao. Brauch family, per- Beginning with
sonal name: Lien. Received this generation
the military Chii-jen degree Name)
in 1759.

Kuo-t'ai- I-chuang. I-t'ai, I-hui. I-lung. Military chii-jen
Military Military Military Sui-kung degree in 1780
Student. Student. Student. Scholar.
Biography
elsewhere,

Yii-ch'ing. Yii-t'ang.
(Personal name: Chill. Branch family. Personal name: Huang. Mili-
Second place in 1816 tary Chii-jen degree in 1804, Military Chin-shih
military examination) degree iu 1808. Appointed Kwangsi provincial

Fu"piao tso-xing shou-pei

Tien-ao Tien-pi Chung-hsiian. Chung-wei.
Military Military Military Student. Military Student Successive
Student. Student Generations

Yu-ta. Cheng-chi. T'ing-ying Shao-liang.
Military Military Hsiang-sheng En-kung scholar.
Student. Student (Hsiu-ts'ai degree)

Tun-san. Shih-ttang. Shih-fan. Wan-pang. Shih-an.
Military Military Hsiang-sheng Hsiang-sheng Un-sheng
Student. Student. (Hsiu ...tstai (Hsiu-ts'ai

degree) degree)

Tao-kuo. pteng-chu. Tao-chou. Ch'ien-yuan. Che-min. Student
Military Military Military Military Student.. Biography elsewhere.
Student.. Student.. Student.

Tao-lung. Wei-ying. Wei-huang.
Military Other name: Tz'u-shih. Graduate of the Szechwan
Student. Graduate of the district middle school. Minli Vocational Middle

School.

In 18 chUan. handwritten. compiled in 1906. edited by Ch'en Che-min. Clan genealogy

Chten Family, Tun-pen temple. Built in 1838 in Ttaipting-ch'ang. in the vicinity of Maan MQllDtair Ancestral temple

[
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SUPPLEMENTING INFORMATION IN THE CLANS AND FAMILIES SECTIONS

While the "Clans and Families" sections are the most useful and valuable sources for
genealogical information in the fang-chih, they still represent only a brief outline of
the fami Iy genealagy, and much information is lacking. Some of the missing informa
tion on wives' names, etc., can be provided by searching the biographical and other
sections. For example, the family whose brief genealogy is used as an example on
pages 18-19 inc ludes two references to biographies found elsewhere in the fang-chih.

One of Ch'en Yii-t'ang's direct descendants, Che-min, is mentioned twice on the
page -- once in the successive generations block with a notation that there is a biogra
phy elsewhere, and once further down the page as the chief editor of the Ch'en family
genealogy, edited in 1906. His biography is found in the "Local Worthies" A~~ sec
tion, but the biography is very disappointing. The only additional information given
in the biography is one of his other names '* ,his place of residence, educational
background, personal experiences and age at death. On the other hand, the other
biography mentioned for Ch'en Kuo-t'ai is also found in the same section and is re
plete with all types of valuable genealogical information. Various dates are included
and the names of his father and one elder brother are mentioned. His age at death,
family history, burial place, number of brothers, and number of children are also in
cluded. What is most important is the inclusion of the names and titles of his mother
and his father's second wife, plus the names of the first ancestor's three wives. The
biography also includes the name of the first ancestor and his son, and the names of
various other more distantly related relatives and descendants.

SECTIONS ON OFFICIALS

Information on local officials and examination degree holders is especially abundant in
the fang-chih. Sections dealing with these types of people are included under general
headings like "Rosters of Officials" llilX'§'~ , "Famous Officials" 13~ , and "Exami
nation Results" m!i!. The amount of information given on each person varies from
history to history but most include some information about local officials and degree
holders •

ROSTERS OF OFFICIALS

These rosters of officials mayor may not be of any genealogical value depending on
the individual local history. Many of these sections are little more than listings,
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military examinations were held and official posts were usually filled with promising
graduates of the examinations. Lists of successful candidates for both the civil and
military examinations as well as lists of various categories of kung-sheng are found in
large numbers in nearly all fang-chih.

Sheng-yLian :±~ , or recipients of the initial hsiu-ts'ai degree are not usually listed
in the local histories, but information concerning them can often be found in the sec
tions dealing with district or prefectural schools ~'~~ ,Jfif~ ,where many were
officially enrolled as students. The biographical sections of the local histories also
include many biographies for recipients of the hsiu-ts'ai degree.

Essentially, the "Examinations" sections of the local histories list the names of suc
cessful candidates in the local civi I and mi Iitary examinations. Candidates receiving
similar degrees are usually listed together with the individual names arranged accord
ing to the year in which they passed the examination. Graduates holding the kung
sheng and chLi-jen titles are found in large numbers in the district, prefecturalCiiid
provincial histories along with the chin-shih degree holders from that particular area.

The lists of successful candidates, usually arranged in tabular form, include various
types of biographical data about each person. It is common for the amount of genealo
gical information included to increase with the importance and prestige of the degree
received, so that for some chin-shih degree holders several generations of ancestry
may be included. In addition to names, degree received, and date of the examination,
it is possible to find information about the graduate's place of origin, age, and some
times even the names of wives, relatives, and parents. Occasionally, the entry will
list official positions to which the man was appointed after successfully passing the
examinations, and on occasion, other types of information such as date and place of
death are also given. In many cases the entry will appear as a short biographical
sketch of the man, with a note referring to a more lengthy biography in one of the
other sections of the fang-chih.

USE OF THE EXAMINATION SECTIONS

Many other genealogical source materials can guide the researcher to information in
the "Examination Results" sections of the fang-chih. Very often the only date given
for an individual in a biography or clan genealogy is the date he passed one of the
examinations. If the degree and the year is known, or even just the degree, his name
should be fairly easy to find in the fang-chih for his place of origin where he was
likely to have taken the examination.
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For example, if a record states that a particular man was a 1738 Chii-jen m3:lf.iV\,
meaning that he passed the provincial examination in 1738, it would be logical to firSt
search the "Examination" section of the provincial history. If the man's name were lo
cated, the next step would be to search the appropriate prefectural or district history
that might contain more detailed biographical information. The provincial history
might also include the official position and the locality to which he was appointed and
the fang-chih for that area could also be searched. Depending on the information
given, the possibilities are unlimited for such cross-referencing to other local histories.
No possibility should be overlooked, and every reference to a man's official career
should be researched in the event a more complete biography exists in another fang
chih. --

MISCELLANEOUS AND LITERATURE SECTIONS

Included under the general heading "Miscellaneous" _ are such topics as "Sacri
fices"~ifr8 , "Shrines and Temples" ~Jim , "Tombs and Cemeteries" Wl1l, "His
torical Sites" blil , "Stone and Metal Inscriptions" iil:E , and all of these are good
sources for some types of information. The type of material included in these miscella
neous sections varies greatly and may also include miscellaneous types of biographies
such as "Taoists and Buddhists" {clJ~ , "Hermits"/l,I~ , etc. Lists of chaste widows
and contributors may be found in the "Shrines and Temples" sections, while tombstone
inscriptions and epitaphs can be found in the "Stone and Metal Inscriptions" section.
Each miscellaneous section is slightly different and must be studied individually.

The" Literature" sections iEX , usually include various types of poetry and prose
literature that either deals with the locality itself and the people in it, or literature
that was written by well-known authors or scholars in the area. The literature sections
often include poetry, official decrees, memorials to the emperor, or bibliographies of
books (including clan genealogies) located in private and official libraries in the area.
They may also include official correspondence and documents as well as writings about
the history, culture and geography of the area. Occasionally the biographies of fa
mous authors, poets, scholars and bibliophiles are included in these sections, but in
some fang-chih large numbers of biographies are included here. In other fang-chih,
it is possible to find large numbers of epitaphs, tombstone inscriptions, eulogies and
obituaries, which are among the most valuable sources of genealogical information.
The literature sections of each local history should always be searched for such types
of information.
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SUMMARY

In using any fang-chih for genealagical research, one thing should always be taken
into consideration, and that is the great diversity that is possible when working with
fang-chih from different localities and time periods. No two fang-chih are exactly
alike in organization, emphasis or terminology. This is probably due to regional dif
ferences in language and custom, and to the personal preference and interest of the
large numbers of editors involved in compilation. Because the particular style and
organization of each fang-chih is somewhat different, no possibility should be over
looked in searching for information. If the information one is looking for is not in
cluded under a familiar topic heading, one should not assume that it cannot be found
in another section with an unfami liar title.

When gathering information from fang-chih, the procedures of good scholarship should
always be observed. Special care should be taken in watching for editorial and print
ing errors in the text, and conflicting information found in two different fang-chih
should be researched thoroughly to obtain the most correct data possible. No fact
should be taken as being free from all possibility of error, and it is good practice to
verify information with other source materials or other editions of the fang-chih. On
the other hand, there is no reason to doubt the authenticity of the information given
in any fang-chih, and any errors that may appear are probably due to the lack of ac
cess to accurate information on the part of the editors or to subsequent editing and
printing errors and not to deliberate deception. On the whole there are probably very
few intentional inaccuracies that will prevent the researcher from getting the correct
information.

The main problem with Chinese local histories lies in the selectivity of information and
not necessari Iy in the inaccuracy of the information given. As in most Chinese histori
cal writings, the criticism is not that the information is incorrect but that much essen
tial information is not given at all. For example, there is little reason to doubt that
the data given about the Chaste Widows is factual, or to deny that the women named
were indeed widows who never remarried. What is lacking, however, is information
on the widows who remarried and by doing so did not conform to the Confucian ideal
of marital faithfulness. The typical biographical section in a fang-chih includes only
the names of those who in one way or another measured up to some aspect of the
Chinese-Confucian ideal.

Once again, selectivity of information becomes a problem when we consider that the
information in the local histories is generally weighted toward the official class, and
as a resu It they inc lude large sections on offic ia Is and examination resu IIs. This is
not to say that there is no information on non-officials in the fang-chih, but simply
that there is more information about gentry fami lies and officials than ordinary farmer
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Under the Confucian scheme of things, virtue had no class distinction and the wife of
a farmer could be praised for her exemplary conduct as a model "Chaste Widow" just
as easily as the "Chaste Widow" of a high official. Therefore, a researcher should
not assume that because his ancestor was not an official he will not be able to find
anything about him in the fang-chih.

While there may be some informational limitations and biases in the fang-chih, there
are very few geographical limitations. Whi Ie the biographical information for a lo
cality may be incompletely recorded in the fang-chih, this is not true for information
on local boundary changes and local place names. Fang-chih are undoubtedly the
most complete source for information on local place names, and it is for this reason
that they are often referred to as "local gazetteers." Some provinces like Kiangsu,
Chekiang and Hopeh tend to be better covered and to have more editions for more
hsien available, while other areas such as the Northeast have a more scanty coverage.
The major population areas in South and Central China are generally well covered
enough to permit extensive research on most of the localities, and large collections of
Chinese fang-chih are to be found in various major libraries of the Republic of China,
Hong Kong, Japan, the United States and Europe. Most of these local histories are
available for research purposes with the exception of a few very rare or valuable edi
tions, and even some of these have been made available in reprints or on microfilm.

Despite their deficiencies, Chinese local histories represent a major source for geo
graphical, biographical and genealogical information. It is estimated that there are
nearly 20,000 names directly referred to in an average-size fang-chih, and many
thousands more are referred to indirectly as part of biographies, etc. The total num
ber of names with one or more biographical fact may run as high as 200,000,000 in
all the available fang-chih. With proper knowledgable use and patient searching,
they can supply a great deal of basic biographical information for mi II ions of indi
viduals.



APPENDIX II--Bibliographies 
 
The following bibliographies of books and films in the Family History Library's Asian collection list 
materials of value to American researchers of East Asian descent. (The books can be used only at the 
main library.) 
Citizens of other countries who are of East Asian origin can find microfilmed materials relevant to their 
needs by searching the FHLC fiche for the countries where they now reside, as instructed in the research 
guide. 
 

BIBLIOGRAPHY FOR CHINESE AMERICANS 
 

The following books, which may be of interest to Chinese Americans, are in the collection of the Family 
History Library. Some do not print out in the FHLC fiche catalog, but can be located through a search on 
the computer. Some words and names are abbreviated here. Ask a reference person for help. 
 
Amerasia journal. 
 
Americans and Chinese: passages to differences / Francis L. K. Hsu. 
 
Americans in process: a study of our citizens of Oriental ancestry / William Carlson Smith. 
 
Ancestors: 900 years in the life of a Chinese family / Frank Ching. 
 
The Anti-Chinese movement in California / Elmer Clarence Sandmeyer. 
 
Asians in America: a selected, annotated bibliography. 
 
Bitter strength: a history of the Chinese in the U.S., 1850-1870/ G.P. Barth. 
 
Bulletin (Chinese Historical Society of America). 
 
California and the oriental, Japanese, Chinese, and Hindus: report of State Board of Control of California 
to Gov. Wm. O. Stephens, June 19, 1920. 
 
Catalog of Chinese genealogies in Taiwan. 
 
Ch'ien nien ku tou Hsi-an [Pictorial history of Hsi-an City]. 
 
Chinese coolie emigration to countries within the British empire / Persia Crawford Campbell. 
 
The Chinese experience in America / Shih-shan Henry Tsai. 
 
Chinese genealogies at the GSU : an annotated bibliography. 
 
Chinese genealogy &family book guide: Hawaiian &Chinese sources / J.B. Ohai. 
 
Chinese gold: the Chinese in the Monterey Bay region / Sandy Lydon. 
 
Chinese historic sites and pioneer families of Kauai. 
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Chinese historic sites and pioneer families of the island of Hawaii. 
 
Chinese history in the Pacific Northwest / Karen C. Wong. 
 
Chinese immigration / Mary Roberts Coolidge. 
 
The Chinese in America, 1820-1973 : a chronology & fact book / William L. Tung. 
 
The Chinese in Eastern Oregon, 1860-1890 / Christopher Howard Edson. 
 
The Chinese in Hawaii: an annotated bibliography / Nancy Foon Young. 
 
The Chinese in Kula: a recollection of a farming community in old Hawaii /Diane Me Lin Mark. 
 
The Chinese in San Francisco: a pictorial history / Laverne Mau Dicker. 
 
The Chinese in the United States / Mely Giok-Ian Tan. 
 
The Chinese in the United States of America / Rose Hum Lee. 
 
Chinese in the post-Civil War South: a people without a history / L. M. Cohen. 
 
Chinese local histories as a source for the genealogist / LDS Church Gen. Dept. 
 
Chinese migrations: with special reference to labor conditions / Ta Chen. 
 
Chinese newspapers published in North America, 1854-1975/ Karl Lo. 
 
The Chinese of America / Jack Chen. 
 
Chinese studies in federal records. 
 
Dictionary of Asian American history / Hyung-chan Kim. 
 
Encyclopedia of Asian history. 
 
Ethnic America: a history / Thomas Sowell. 
 
From China to Canada: a history of the Chinese communities in Canada / H. Can. 
 
From you to your ancestors: Chinese / LDS Church Genealogical Dept. 
 
The Golden mountain: Chinese tales told in California. 
 
An Historical atlas of China / Albert Herrmann. 
 
A History of the Chinese in California, a syllabus / Thomas W. Chinn
 
A History of the Chinese in Nevada, 1855-1904, a thesis / Gary P. BeDunnah. 
 
How and where to research your ethnic-American cultural heritage: Chinese Americans / Robert D. Reed. 
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An Illustrated history of the Chinese in America / Ruthanne Lum McCunn. 
 
Longtime California documentary study of an American Chinatown,/ V.G. Nee 
 
Major genealogical record sources in Hong Kong / LDS Genealogical Dept. 
 
Major genealogical record sources in Taiwan / LDS Genealogical Dept. 
 
The Organization of Chinese emigration, 1848-1888 : with special reference to Chinese emigration to 
Australia / Sing~wu Wang. 
 
The Population atlas of China. 
 
Records submission manual: Chinese supplement / LDS Church Genealogical Dept. 
 
The Sandalwood mountains: readings & stories of the early Chinese in Hawaii /Tin-yuke Char. 
 
Mountain of gold: the story of the Chinese in America / Betty Lee Sung. 
 
Studies in Asian genealogy [Based on 1969 World Conference on Records] / Spencer J. Palmer, ed. 
 
Three generations of Chinese--East and West. 
 
The Times atlas of China. 
 
Travels of a photographer in China. 1933-1946/ Hedda Morrison. 
 
The Unwelcome immigrant: the American image of the Chinese. 1785-1882 / Stuart Creighton Miller. 
 
World Conference on Records. 1980 ; v. ll: Asian &African fam. &local history. 
 
Your Chinese roots: the overseas Chinese story / Thomas Tsu-wee Tan. 
 
 
Most of the following films can be borrowed through the Family History Center system:
 
Card index to Chinese passports, 1884-1898/ Hawaii Chinese Bureau. Fi1m 1002791. 
 
Certificates of identification of Chinese immigrants, 1895-1897/ Hawaii Board of Immigration. Fi1m 
1015653. 
 
Certifications of Hawaiian-born children of Chinese parentage, 1893-1898/ Hawaii Chinese Bureau . Film 
1002810 item 2. 
 
Chinese arrivals. 1847-1880 / Hawaii Board of Immigration. Fi1m 1002792. 
 
Chinese coolie emigration to countries within the British empire / Persia Crawford Campbell. Fi1m 
924811 item 4; 973120 item 3. 
 
Chinese entry permits, 1888-1898/ Hawaii Chinese Bureau. Fi1m 1002789 item 2 through 1002790. 
 
Chinese immigration applications, 1890-1892/ Hawaii 'Dept. of the Interior. Fi1m 1017113 item 7. 
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Chinese immigration permits, 1893-1898/ Hawaii Minister of Foreign Affairs. Film 1017121. 
 
The Chinese in Hawaii: a historical sketch. Film 1303031 item 1. 
 
Chinese located on different streets in Honolulu. [1898?] / Hawaii Board of Immigration. Fi1m 1017113 
item 10. 
 
Chinese passports, 1884-1890 / Hawaii Minister of Foreign Affairs. Fi1m 1017119-1017120. 
 
Chinese studies in federal records. Film 1036709 item 8. 
 
Chinese work permits, 1895-1897/ Hawaii Chinese Bureau. Fi1m 1002808-1002809. 
 
Conditional emigration permits of Chinese laborers and domestics. 1893-1897 / Hawaii Minister of 
Foreign Affairs. Film 1017113 item 11 through 1017118. 
 
Death certificates of Chinese immigrants. 1898-1902/ Hawaii Board of Immigration. Fi1m 1017113 item 
9. 
 
Departures of Chinese from Hawaii / Hawaii Chinese Bureau. Fi1m 1002793.  
 
Endowment index (Oriental, Romanized), 1846-1969. Fi1m 1262397. No circulation to FHC. 
 
Family group records collection; archives section. Oriental collection. Fi1m 795844-795846 . 
 
A History of the Chinese in Nevada, 1855-1904. A thesis / Gary P. BeDunnah. Fi1m 940054 item 3. 
 
Index to entry permits for Chinese minors. 1891-1898/ Hawaii Chinese Bureau. Film 1002789 item 1. 
 
Labor permits of Chinese persons who died in Hawaii. 1895-1897 I Hawaii Chinese Bureau. Fi1m 
1002810 item 1. 
 
Record of members: China, China Mission. 1950-1951. Film 128830. No photocopies except by an 
attendant. 
 
Records of deceased Chinese contract laborers. 1898 I Hawaii Board of Immigration. Fi1m 1017113 item 
8. 
 
Registers. 1888-1898 I Hawaii Dept. of Foreign Affairs Chinese Bureau. Film 1017122 item 1-6. 
 
Ships' passenger manifests. 1843-1900 I Hawaii Collector of Customs. Film 1002797-1002807 (Chinese 
index); 1009964-1009972, 1009624-1009633. 1009888-1009895 (Ships' manifests). 
 
Special residence permits, 1891 I Hawaii Chinese Bureau. Film 1002810 item 3. 
 
World Conference on Records and Genealogical Seminar. 1969; history and records as they relate to 
research in East Asia. Fi1m 897216 item 6-24; or fiche 6039378-6039389. 
 

Your Chinese name I William M. Waddoups. Film 897043 item 4. 
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CHINESE CLAN GENEALOGIES

by John W. Orton

In traditional societies, genealogies were kept in aral form. It is
believed that such oral genealogies, recited in publ ic ot ceremonial
occasions, were one of the roots of "e pics. T1

In societies such os China where the art of writing was known, these
genealogies were written down in special styles. The emphasis on
family records and the traditional method of compiling them devel-
oped rather early in Chinese history and basically did not change
until the 20th century.

Genealogies were usually collated and edited by savant members of
the clan specially chosen for their scholastic ability ond knowledge
of the genealogy of the cion. This project was generally under-
taken every twenty to forty years and was usuolly preceeded by a
general meeting of the cion to which the individual "fomilies" brought
their vital statistics. Many of the printed genealogies left sufficient
room at the end of the work to record the vital statistic information
of the particulor "family" until a new edition or up-dating of the
genealogy was undertaken. Other clans maintained 0 register of births
and deaths to facilitate the compilation of data for the genealogy.

The clan genealogy begins with the primogenitor who founded the
clan or who founded the particular branch of the clan, and continues
forward, listing his descendonts to the date of compilotion. There are
different formats used, but the most popular is called the "Ou" style
after its originator, Ou-yonq Hsiu (1007-1072 A.D.). According to
Ou, the primogenitor and the following generations up to his greot
great-grandsons compose the first five generations and are tcbuloted '
onto one form, which may consist of more than one sheet. .Eoch gen
eration is listed in a horizontal column so that each page consists of
five horizontal columns, one for each generation. The next five gen-
erations are listed on the following form, etc. With this formot, the
first child is listed directly beneoth his father, ond the remaining
children are listed from the right to the left in the same horizontal
column. Depending upon the clan, daughters are sometimes omitted,
sometimes identified by their husbands surname (with the description "-
concerned more with the son-in-law than the daughter) ond some- ~

times are fully identified as are the sons. ---

There are definite advontages in this system to assist one in deter-
mining relationship.

The type of information given for an ancestor may include: husband's



nome, relationship (the third son of ), dote of birth (year, month, day, and hour), age at
death, dote of death (year, month, day, and hour), detailed location of tomb, similar data for wife
including up to three generations of her paternal ancestry, husband's aliases (childhood nome, pen
nome, etc.), special honors, academic degrees held, accomplishments and official ronks held, spe
cial publications where he is mentioned,and shrines where his memory is honored, etc. Children
are similarly identified with the amount of detail depending upon their accomplishments.

Although the place of birth is not always given, the village or family home of the clan is usually
given in the title of the genealogy (exomple, The Genealogy of Huang Clan of Kiangsi).

Funds for the printing of the clan genealogy were usually raised by subscription or donated by a
wealthy member. They were printed on a very limited basis due to the prohibitive cost and because
the genealogy of the clan was a confidential matter. To insure that the genealogy would remain
conFidential most clans controlled the number of copies that were distributed to branches or indiv
idual Families, destroyed the plates immediately aFter printing and required that the previous edition

.was burned at on announced publ ic gathering. The failure to produce on ossigned genealogy resul ted
in severe punishment, to include the removal of the individual From .the genealogy. Occasionally on
individual of lesser standing would invent a pedigree that would connect in with the genealogy of a
more prominent clan of the some surname. If the clan kept their genealogy out of circulation and on
.., restricted basis, the cloim of 0 proFessed relative wos difficult to prove. Because of this restriction
Imposed by most clans, genealogies seldom Found their way to the book market. As they were diF
ficult to acquisition and becouse scholars are only now becoming aware of their ocademic value, un
Fortunately comparatively Few genealogies ore reposited in libraries of the Free world.

There are at least two bibliographies available at the Genealog
ical Society that the reader will wont to consult to determine the
deposition of genealogies printed prior to the Communist take
over of China.

An Analytical Study of Chinese
Genealogicol Books. Tokyo,
1960/ 890 pages

Union List of Chon Genealogies
Deposited in the Public Libraries
of Taiwan

Pi Te Ch'ang,

Akigoora Tage,

951. D2t

951. 249
B2eha

These are:

............. 0,,''',,'".," During the last ten years in Taiwan, it has become popular to
• Chino•• Scroll Writer Take. Great Pride In HbWork.

revise and print geneologies. These are mainly for the older
Taiwanese Families and a Few of the mainland Families who
brought their genealogies with them. For the mast part, these

genealogies appear to be greatly abridged For it is on exception to Find a new edition of more than
one volume.

.12



The new editions also contain pictures and seem to be
more of a biographical nature, as the "mug books"
that were so popular in the United States in the late
1800s. A few of the forward-looking institutions in
Taiwan are reprinting by photolithographic process
some of the early editions of various subjects which
are in demand, including genealogies.

As they come on the market, the Genealogical Society
is acquisitioning genealogies from these two sources.
The, Society presently has 34 titles and the collection
is continuing to grow.

CHINA ..
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RESEARCH OUTI..INE

The Chinese Collection
FAMILY HISTORY UBRARY

SALT LAKE CITY, UTAH

INTRODUCfION

The Family History Library of The Omrch of Jesus
Christ of l.a1Ier-day Saints bas what is probably the
largest collection of Chinese genealogies in the
world. This includes at least 12.000 microfilmed
genealogies as of 1988. More are being filmed daily.

The Library also has over 5.000 local histories
(fang-chihj. The majority of these are from twelve
provinces: Kwangtung, Hopeh, Honan. HIIIW1,
Kiangsu. Kiangsi, Shansi, Shantung, Shensi, Szech
wan, Yunnan. and Chekiang.

To locate and use Chinese records at the Family
History Library, it is necessary to know the Chinese
charac1I::rs for your family name and for the place
where your family lived. Family members may be
able to help you with this.

Most records at the Family History Library are
listed in the Family History Library Catalog
(FHLC). This- is a microfiche catalog produced by
computer. Because it is IIOt yet possible for the
Library to produce a microfiche caralog that in
cludes Chinese characters, few Chinese records are
listed on the FHLC.

Instead of using the FHLC, rese:m:hers looking for
Chinese records must use one of the following
catalogs or guides:

ASIAN CARD CATALOG

Researchers at the Family History Library in Salt
Lake City can find the Chinese records througb the
Asian Card Catalog. This is found on the Interna
tional Floor (B1).

The catalog is divided into four sections. Each sec
tion has a different-colored drawer label.

• Surname (pink)
.Locality (yellow)

• Subject (blue)

• Authormtle (green)

To find Chinese records. you will most often use
the surname and locality sections of the catalog.
Chinese genealogies are listed in the surname sec-

1

lion. Local histories are listed in the locality sec
tion. The locality section is divided by provinces
and each province is subdivided by cities and coun
ties.

Each section is also divided into two partS:
Engiish/r011lQ1ljzed and vunacuJar. These do not
duplicate each other. so a patron must search both
to be thorough.

L English/Romanized
In the Englisb/romanized portion. the description of
a record (in the body of the card) is in Chinese
char.u:ters, but the he:uling at the top of the card
has been romanized.

An example of a he:uling in the 1ocali1y section is:

KWANGTUNG, FENG-K'AI HSIEN - GAZET
TEERS

An example of a he:uling in the surname section is:

CH'EN (OF CHIAQ-CH'ENG)

There are several spoken Otinese languages. and
several ways to rom-nize each of them. The
uorary has cataloged everything in Mandarin and
used the Wade-Giles rom_nization system. This
means, for example, that a patton named Yap,
whose ancestors were from Canton, must look up
hi~ family name under Yeh. The Library has. dic
tionaries that give the Wade-Giles romanizanon of
Mandarin pronunciations.

2. Vernacular
In the vernacular portion. the description of the
record and the he:uling are entirely in Chinese
char.u:ters. The cards are then tiled by the stroke
count method. In this method, charac1I::rs are
divided into groups according to the number of
strokes in each. So, for example, if the tim charac
ter in a he:uling comains eighteen strokes, that card
will be found in the drawer for eighteen stroke
characters. Within e:ICh drawer cards are further sub
divided by the direction of each character's fiIst
stroke.

Whether the heading is in Englisblromanized or
Chinese characters, almost all of the genealogical



records in the collection are in Chinese. If you are
tmable to read the language. you will need help.

~IAJ.'l MICROFn..MED CARD
.ATALOG (MCC) AT FAMn..Y

HISTORY CENTERS

At a family history center. Chinese =e:m:bers must
use the Asian Microfilmed Can:! CaIalog (MCC).
This is a microfilm copy of the Asian Can:! CaIalog
described above.

The most recent filming of the Chinese MCC are
as follows:

• Ve17lQCuiar Chinese Subject ClllIJiog filmed in
1985. Localities. surnames. aDd subjects are inter
tiled. (FHL films 1,208.852-56.).

• Rommriud Chinese Locality ClllIJiog filmed in
1981. (FHL films 1.148,276-81.)

• Romanized Chinese SUT1Ii111lI: ClllIJiog filmed in
1986. (FHL film 1,208.868.)

Bec:mse the Asian MCC is considered part of the
library's c:nalog•. it is disnibuted to any family his
tory Center that requests it at no cost to the te
se:m:her. It will remain at the center on indefinite
loan.

\JBLISHED GUIDES

. lWO valuable aids have been privately publisJwl
These give the film numbers of most of !be
Orinese genealogies in tile library's collection as of
tile eariy 19805.

2

Telford. Ted A.. Melvin P. 1baldIer. am Basil P. N.
Yang, camps. Chinese GenmJogies at the
Genealogical Society of Utah: an Annorared
Bibliography. Taipei: Ch'eng Wen publishing Co.•
1983. (FHL book 951 D23c.)

O1'en, Mei-Kuei. comp. C4raJ0g of Chinese
Genealogies in Taiwan. Taipei: rai-wan sbeng leo
bsing Ii shih yUan yUan fa chan yen chiu bsiieI1 Imi,
1987. (FHL book 951 D23t)

ADDmONAL INFORMATION

Unfornmately, several thousaDd genealogies are un
available to !be public because they are not yet
been e:ualoged. Researchers may also experience
some frustration wilh the language aDd romanization
system used by the library.

Until !be various challenges of cataloging tile
Chinese records can be overcome. tile members of
the Asian c:ltaloging tean1 are happy to give
whatever help !bey can to you. You can contact
them through correspondence wilh tile library or by
telephone (801-531-3796). Write to or ask for the
senior asian e:ualoger.
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TRADITIONAL SPELLING OF CHINESE PROVINCES AND CITIES

The Genealogical Library uses the traditional spellings of the following names.

PROVINCE

1i:i'l
ilIfu:.
~i!

,!,ttu:.
7iiJiW
7iiJ:fu
MiW
M~t

i1'!i'l-5tt.
u:.e!i
iI~

1i#
JJf-a....
tJ+l

it"
:;::1:
~t~

J:.i$
Ille!i

Ill'"
~e!i

'HI
I1!lJll
JUt
e!i.
;R~

1/ftii

~iW

TRADITIONAL SPELUNG

ANHWEI

CHEKIANG

FUKIEN

HEILUNGKIANG

HONAN

HOPEH

HUNAN

HUPEH

INNER MONGOLIA

KANSU

KJANGSJ

KIANGSU

KIRIN

KWANGSI

KWANGTUNG

KWEICHOW

LIAONING

NINGS/A

PEKING

SHANGHAI

SHANSJ

SHANTUNG

SHENSI

SINKIANG

SZECHWAN

TAIWAN

TIBET

TIENTSIN

TSINGHAI

YUNNAN

MODERN WADE-GILES

An-hui

Che-chiang

Fu-chien

Hei-Iung-chiang

Ho-nan

Ho-pei

Hu-nan

Hu-pei

Nei-meng-ku

Kan-su

Chiang-hsi

Chiang-su

Chi-lin

Kuang-hsi

Kuang-tung

Kuei-chou

Liao-ning

Ning-hsia

Pei-ching

Shang-hai

Shan-hsi

Shan-tung

Shan-hsi

Hsin-chiang

Ssu-ch'uan

rai-wan

.Hsi-tsang

T'ien-chin

Ch'ing-hai

Yun-nan
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TRADITIONAL SPELLING

ANTUNG
CANTON
CHAHAR
CHUNGKING
DAJREN
HAINAN
HANKOW
HARBIN
HINGAN
HOKIANG
HONG KONG
JEHOL [CH'ENG-TE]
LJAOPEH
MACAO
MANCHURIA
MONGOLIA
SHENYANG [MUKDEN]
NANKING
NUNKIANG
PElPING [PEKING)
SIAN
SIKANG
SUIYUAN
SUNGKIANG
TSINGTAO

MODERN WADE-GILES

An-tung
Kuang-chou
Ch'a-ha-erh
Ch'ung-ch'ing
Ta-Iien
Hai-nan
Han-k'ou
Ha-erh-pin
Hsing-an
Ho-chiang
Hsiang-kang
Je-ho [Ch'eng-te)
Liao-pei
Ao-men
Man-chou
Meng-ku
Shen-yang [Feng-t'ien;
Nan-ching
Nen-chiang
Pei-p'ing [Pei-cl1ing]
Hsi-an
Hsi-k'ang
Sui-yuan
Sung-chiang
Ch'ing-tao

UTAH Vt.l..L[V h--_'~ c~;~-c-_



WADE-GII.ES ROMANIZATION SYSTEM

&m~~~~~~A~~~~~~~

Chinese Phonetic Alohabet and Wade System

\JfR.f fiLE
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iitm~.. !IIt~l!5ml1i , lltil~1t C~l!5~f1; iltiItJ'f' !IIt~l!5mf1;
a a CIluang ch'twlg fo fo
oj ai chui ch.~ui fau fou
an all chun ch'un fu fu
ang ang CIluo ch'o go 0
00 ao c:i :lril(Is'i1) gai oi
ba pa cong ts'UDI gan On
boi pal cau lS'ou gan; 'mc
ban pan c:u Is'll goa Do
bang panc c:uan ts'uaD ge kc,ko
boo pac eli ts'ui gel kei
bei pei c:un tl'un g.n ken
ben pC:1 cuo 13'0 geng k..'uC
beng pens da ta gong kuncbi pi doi lai gou ·!cou
bian ,pion dan tan gu ku
blao plao dang Cng gua kua
bie pim dao tao guai kuai
bin pin de te guan kuan
bing ping deng t6nC guang mans
bo po di Ii gui kui
bu pu dian tien gun ku:1
Co ts'a diao tiao guo kuo
cal ts'ai die tich ba ha
can ts'an ding tine boi hai
cang !S'anc diu tiu ban ban
coo !S'ao deng tunl bang banC
c:s !S'e deu tou boo ban
an !S'Co du tu be he,he
cltng , ts'q duan tuaIl .bei hei

•ella ell'll dul tui ben ben
elloi cIt'a dun tua beng benc
ellen eII'aD duo to beng hanscbang ch'aul e a bou hOIl
chao cb'aD a eh bu hu
cite eII'e el ei bua haa
eben cb'Co en Cn bual bUi
cheng eII'CnS eng CnS buan huaa
elll .ch'ih ... em buang huanc
chong eII'una .fa fa hili hui
Chou chiou fan Can hun hUD
cbu ch'u fang Cane buo huo
cbua ch'\I& fel Cei . II cbi
ebual ch'uai fon ren jla cbia
cbuan cb'uaD feng rene jlan cbic:a

~. --"1 r:r{~ C"I'1"~ ,.-



lltl!!lUl' a;llUllJi lltllUI'" JI!;l!UJ.1Ji lltllf.'" JI!;~.1Ji

Jiang chuS lun Jun' pei p'ej

Jiao chiao luo luo pen p'en
jie chich ma ma peng p'eng
jin chin mai mai pi pOi

jing cllinS man man pian p'ien
jiong chiUDS mang mans piao p'iao
jiu chiu mao mao pi. p'jch
ju chu me me pin p'io
juan chilan mei me; ping p'ins:
jue chileh,chilo men men po p'O
jun ellUD meng mCuS POu p'ou
ka 1I:'a mi mi pu p'u
kal k'3i mion mieD ai • chti

kon k..... miao miao aia ch'ia
kang k'aDS mi. mioh qian ch'icn
kao k'&o min min qiang ch'ians
k. k'!,k'o ming minS qiao ch"iao
ken k'en miu miD qie ch'iob
keng k'CuS mo mo qin ch"in
kong k'UDS mou mou aing ch°jng
kou k'ou .... mu qiong Ch'iDDS
ku k'1l no na. qiu ch'1U
kua k'1l& nol aai qu ch'u
leual k'uai nan DaD quan ch'iian
kuan It'DaD nang DaDS que ch'iieh
kuang k'UaDS nao 1llI0 ell'uo
kui lc'Ui De De qun ch'iiD
kun lc'1m nel Dei ran jan
kuo k'1lo nan nCo rang jang
10 Ia neng DenS roo jao
lei Iai ni oj re jC
Ian lao "ian men ren jeD
lang laos niang DianS reng jeDs
lao lao nioa DiaD ri jib
I. Je.lo nit Dich rong juDS
101 lei nin Din rou jou
long lens Ding niDS ru ju
fi Ii niu Diu ruan juan
fia Iia nong DUD' rui jui
Dan lieD nou IlOU run juo
fiang liaDS nu DU ruo jo
Dao liao no 1Ii1 so sa
fit )job nuan lluau sal sai
fin lin nae Dileb san SaD
Dng !illS nuo sang san;
au liD nio sao ""0
long IUDS nuo 110 s. se
lou lou a 0 sen sen
Iu lu ou ou s.ng sens
II 10 po p'a sha sba
luan luau pal p'ai shal shai
IlIt lOch pan p'an shan shan

100 pang P'ul shang shan.
Iio pao p'ao shoo shao



939 lit ..
ilt!f~1t 1£~I!H'tia lll.iI... I£~l!t.il: iltilflJtlt )£~l!t~ia

she sill! tun I'UD yun yiln
shei sbei tuo 1'0 ZO !Sa

she" sben wo wa zol tsai
sheng sheng wei w:>i zan tsan
shi sbib wan wan zang !Sang
shou sbou wang wang zoo tsaD

snu sllu wei wei n tsC
snuo sbua wen wClI zei tsei
shum sbWli wen; wCn; zen tsen
shuan sbuan wo wo %ling tsCn;
snuang sbllllDl wu wu zho cha
shui sbui xi hsi zhei cbai
shun sbun xio bsia zhan chan
snuo silo xian hsi"" zhang chan:
si SIi, szli. ssli xicng hsiang zhao chao
song sun; xiao hsiao zha ch..
sou sou xi. hsieb zhei cbei
su su xin bsin zhan ellen
suan suan xing bsing zhang cheng
sui sui xiong hsiunc zhi" cllill
sun sun xiu h';u zhong cbung
suo SO xu bsii zhou chou
to t'a xuan hsiian %Ilu chu
tai t':ai xu. hsUeh. hslio zhua cllua
ton t'aD xun bslin zhuoi chuai
10ng t'al1C yo ya zhuan chuan
tao t'ao yan yen zhuang chuanc
te t'e yang yaDC zhui chui
tong t'en; yao yao %hun cbun
ti tli y. yo:h zhuO cbo
tian t'jeD yi yi %i tzii(tsli)
tiao t'iao yin yin zona tsune
tie t'ieh ying yinc zou tsou
ting lainl yo yo %U tsU

tong t'UDg yang yung zuan tsuan

tou t'ou you yu :wi !SUi
tu t'u yu yil %Un tsun
tucn t'Uan yuan )'lien %uo tso

'"tui rui )"In yiieb



939 lit ..
&!J~. 1It!£l!ltlPtl: iltL!tlP'lt 1It!£l!ttlPiJi &m~.. 1£!£l!ttlPtl:
sho shC tun t"'" )'\In yiin
shei shei tuo 1'0 za !Sa

shen shen wa wa zci tsal
shong sheng wai w:li zan !SaD

shi shih won wan zang tsang
shou shou wang wang zoo !SaO
shu shu wei -; .. ts<!
shua shua won wen zei tsei
shuai shu:li weng wCng zen ts<!n
sftuan shuaa wo WO %eng ts<!ng
shuang !huang wu wu zha cha
shui shlli xi hsi zhai chai
shun shun >Cia bsia %han chan
shuo sho >Cian hsien zhang chan:
sl sil. s:zU. ssU xicng: bsiang zhao chao
song sung xiao bsiao zhe ch,;
sou sou xi. bsieh zhe; chei
su su xin bsia zhen chen
suan suan xing bsiag zheng cheng
sui sui xiong hsiung zhi chih
sun sun xiu h<iu zhong chung
suo SO xu hsil zhoY chou
to t'a xuan hsilaD zhu ehu
tei t":li xuo bsiich.hsiio zhua chua
tan t'aa xun bsila zhual chuai
1ang I·anl yo ya zhuon chuan
tao t'ao yon ym zhuang chuang
to t'c yang yang zh<li chili
tong t'en; yao yan %hun chun
ti tei ye r-!l zhuo cho
ticn t'iea yi yi zl tzU(tsli)

tiao t"iao yin yin zong tsung
tio t"ieh ying ying zou !SOu
ting t"inc yo yo zu tsu
tong t'ung yang yung zuon tsUaD

tou t'ou you yu zui !SUi
tu t'u yu yii %Un tsUD

tucn t'UaD yuan yiien .%UO ISO

tui I'ui yu<> yiich



USING TIIE ASIAN MICROFILM CARD CATALOG

China
FAMILY HISTORY LIBRARY

SALT LAKE CITY. UTAH
THE CHURCH 01' JESUS CHAIST Of l.AT1'ElWlAY SAlI1B

FAll FAMILY OF TAIWAJINTRODUCTION

For several years. the Family History Library has
been collecting and cataloging Olinese records of
genealogical value. In 1987, the locality and surname
sections of the Chinese card catalog were
microfilmed and became pan of the Asian Microfilm
Card Catalog. The catalog cards for China are
contained on eleven microfilms (16mm). Please note
that the Chinese records listed in the Asian
Microfilm Card Catalog are NOT listed in the
Family History Library Catalog™ on microfiche or
on compact disc.

Because the Asian Microfilm Card Catalog was
created in 1987. records acquired by the Family
History Library since that time are not on the films.
If you are at a family history center, you can leam
about new acquisitions by sending a Reference
Questionnaire to the Family History Library.

This guide provides background information about
the Asian Microfilm Card Catalog of Chinese
records. It also offers suggestions for using the
catalog.

HISTORY OF THE CHINESE SECTION
OF THE ASIAN MICROFILM CARD
CATALOG

Before 1979 and since 1984, most catalog card
headings for Chinese records have been written in
Englishlromanized transcriptions of Chinese. Chinese
names and words have been romanized according to
their pronunciation in Mandarin. In most cases the
Wade-Giles system of romanization has been u~ed.
However. names of provinces and major cities have
been spelled according to the post office (traditional)
system of romanization. A list of post office
romanizations used by the Family History Library is
found in Appendix A. "Traditional and Modem
Wade-Giles Spelling of Chinese Provinces and
Cities."

Most of the descriptions in the body of the cards
have been recorded with Chinese characters. There is
also an English synopsis of the record on the bottom
of the care1. See the following example.

eRIKA
Film
1,126.688
ltlllll II Fan, Ch'ao-bo. ed.

Fan hsillS tiUp'U.

~~••/~.M•. -.*.-~~5\
(1965]

111
56 p. (on doubJ.e lUTU) : ill•• gen.

ta.blel.
Genealogy of the Fan ta1l)r ot Tabu.

to 1965.
II April 1977 CAA .

TAl lITO Cud 1 ot 3

Between 1979 and 1984, the method used to prepare
catalog cards changed. During that time, all catalog
card headings and descriptions were written in
Chinese. See the following example.

ASIA
FUm
1.213,326
:telll 14

fiaila.
mil : (..tifaH~L£~iI J /~lfIiiilfF:.

-~~$~me~~:~~~.¥.~·
1 979.

!l:~ 1 1i; :3 5 _*.
Jm:.: 1i*. ~D 69 (1980J. (1).

8]{: ~~~.
TAL lA/47 24 Ma.reil 1981 DDt
Rli : 59672 card 1 ot 2

None of the catalog canis that were created between
1979 and 1984 have been recataloged. This has
created two subdivisions within the Chinese section
of the Asian Microfilm Card Catalog-cards with
English/romanized headings and cards with Chinese
headings.

Because the cards created during 1979-1984 have not
been recataloged. they do not list the same records
as the cards with English/romanized headings. The
cards belonging to each subdivision are maintained
on separate microfilms. As you search through the
Chinese section of the Asian Microfilm Card
Catalog. you will need to check the cards having
English/romanized headings and Chinese headings to
be sure that you have found all possible records that
might penain to the family or locality you are
looking for.

http://www.familysearch.org/eng/Library/FHLC/frameset_fhlc.asp
http://www.familysearch.org/eng/library/FHL/frameset_library.asp
http://www.familysearch.org/eng/library/FHL/frameset_library.asp
http://www.familysearch.org/eng/library/FHL/frameset_library.asp


HOW THE ENGLISHIROMANIZED
SUBDIVISION OF THE CATALOG IS
ORGANIZED

The English/romanized subdivision of the Otinese
card catalog has a locality section and a surname
section. The headings on the locality cards are often
further subdivided according to record type. The
record type tells you what kind of infonnation you
will find in the entry.

Cards in the English/rOmanized subdivision are filed
according to the following rules:

• Cards are tiled alphabetically by their
Englishlmmanized headings.

• All romanized headings are filed without regard
to diacritics. Hence, headings such as Gl'eng
( iii ) and Cheng ( iii) are interfiled.

As mentioned previously, locality cards also often
designate a record type. For English/romanized
cards, if the same locality has catalog cards for more
than one record type. the cards are file alphabetically.
by the type of record. For example:

CHINA, TAfWAH, CHANG·HUA HSIEN· CML RECORDS

CHN!. TAIW'" CHANG-HIJA HSlEN • GfNEAlOGY .1

CHINA, TAmAN. CHANG-HUA HSIEN - LAND AND PROPERTY

FAR FAlolILY OF TAIWAB

Surname Section for Englishfromanized
Cards
The surname section of the English/rOmanized card
catalog lists records about particular families. such as
the Fan family of Taiwan. The heading on each card
gives the surname and the chi-ku4n (the place where
the family originated). For example:

11 A.pril 1977
Card 1 of 3UI lITO

CKIllA
Film
1,126,688
Itelll 11 Fan. Ch' a.o-ho, d.

Fan hs1ng tSU-p'U.

~~••/~~~a.-.*.-~~5'
[1965]

III
56 p. (on double 1e....ell) : 111•• gen.

tables.
Genealog,- ot the FIlll rlUll1ly or T&!van

to 1965.

Cards are filed according to the following rules:

• Surnames are filed alphabetically.

• Cards without a chi-kuan are tiled in front of
those with a chi-kJuln.

• Cards for different clans of the same swname are
filed alphabetically by the chi-kuan.

• If there is more than one card for the same
surname and chi~kuan, they are tiled
alphabetically by the name of the author, editor.
or title.

Locality Section for Englishfromanized Cards

The locality section for Englishlromanized cards
organizes ennies from large to small geographic
areas. Geographic areas for China include the entire
country, provinces, counties. large cities. and small
cities. Cards are filed in the following manner:

• Entries that penain to the entire country are listed
first, under CHINA.

• Entries applying to the provinces are listed next
Each province is listed alphabetically.

• Under each province, entries for each county or
large city within the province are tiled
alphabetically.

• Finally, the records for small cities are listed
alphabetically under the county to which they
belong.

On a few older cards, the province was not listed in
the heading and the entry is filed directly under the
county or city. You must look for records under the
province, county, and city to be certain that you
have considered all possibilities.

The following chan illustrates these geographic
subdivisions.

COUNTRY PROV~CE COUNTY or SMAll CITY
LARGE CITY

OHtIA

CHt4A KlANGSU

CHIt4 KlANGSU arANa-SHOO
HSIEN {county}

CHINA KlANGSU (lAflGE CITY)

CHtIA K1ANGSU CH'ANG-SHOU (SMAU. CITY)
HSJEN

2



HOW THE CHINESE SUBDIVISION OF
THE CATALOG IS ORGANIZED

In the Chinese-character subdivision of the catalog.
the headings on each card are in Chinese characters.
They include locality. surname. and record type
headings similar to those used in the
English/romanized subdivision. The description of
each record is in Chinese characters.

Cards in this subdivision are filed as follows:

• Cards with locality. surname. and record type
headings are all interfiled. TIJis subdivision does
not separate cards by surname. locality. and
record type.

• All cards are filed according to the stroke-order
filing system of the National Central Library in
Taiwan, as described below.

Stroke-Order Filing System
Before you begin a search in the Chinese-eharacter
subdivision of the catalog. you need to understand
how to use the stroke-order filing system. The
stroke-order filing system assigns all Chinese
characters to a numerical category based on the
number of strokes needed to write each character.
For example. character KUD ( l!!l) belongs to stroke
count category number eleven. because eleven
strokes are used to write KUD.

In the stroke-order system. you find the first
character in the heading. then the second. and so on
until you have found all the characters that make up
the heading you are searching for. Each succeeding
character after the first one will be found in a section
under the preceding character,

To use the stroke-order filing system. do the
following:

1. Count the number of strokes in the first character
of the surname or province you are looking for.
Identify the stroke-eount category for that
character.

2. Select the film for that stroke count (see the
stroke-order table on page four). Go to the section
of the microfilm that contains the cards with the
stroke-count category you are looking for.

3. Each stroke-count category is further subdivided
according to the character's initial stroke, All
Chinese characters begin with one of the four
strokes illustrated in the following table.

/

To find the specific character you need within the
stroke-count group, identify the first stroke of the

3

first character. Fwd the subsection that matches
the initial stroke. Search this section until 'you
find the specific character you are looking for.

4, After you find the first character. repeat the .
process for the second character. Count the
number of strokes. find the stroke-count group.
identify the initial stroke. and find the second
character under the initial stroke section.

5. Continue this process for the remaining characters
in the heading until you have found the locality.
surname. or subject you want

USING THE CHINESE MICROFILM CARD
CATALOG

Searching the English/romanized Subdivision
Before you begin to search the English/romanized
subdivision of the Chinese card catalog. you will
need to decide whether you want to look in a
geographic area or for a particular surname. If you
know the area that your Chinese ancestors came
from. you may want to check the locality section for
that particular area. If you know one or more family
names. you may want to look for them in the
surname section. As you progress in your research,
you will probably use both sections.

To begin your search, do the following:

1. Select the microfilm that will list the surnames or
localities you are interested in.

• For all surnames. see film 1,208.868.

• For localities. see the following chart:

IENGLISHIROMANIZED LOCALITY CARDS: ISEEFLM INUMBER:

CHtIA,A 1,148,276
lIvDug/l
CHINA, CHEKIANG - GENEAlOGY
(HSU,CHIA-CH'Q

CHINA, CHEKIANG -GENEAlOGY 1,146,2n
(HSlJ,CHICK-CIfI)
lIvDug/l
CHtlA. HONAN, UN HSIEN

CHtIA, HONAN, UN.JU HSIEH 1,146,278
lIvDug/l
CHINA, KlANGSU - GENEAlOGY
(TING SHAO-CHOU)

CHtIA, KlANGSU - GENEAlOGY 1,146,279
(lING TA-FU)
lIvDugh
CHtIA, KWANGTUNG, K'A~PtlG HSIEH •
HISTORY (U KO)

CHtIA, KWANGTUNG, K'A~PING HSIEH - 1,146,280
HISTORY (YU, CH'I-MOU)
1hnlugh
CHINA, TAlPEI- GENEAlOGY (SU TE-HA1)



CHDA . CHIlU., TAIVAlI. Tt AI-NAB HSIEI -
F1lII LAliIl AlII) l'1lOPl!:IlTY
1,209.073
It.. Ch1a-l baien, hivan.
17-23 ('r'u ~i ebi lu)

±~~~••~••8 •••. -.
*.-M*.1~-21(1888-1

8 9 5 )
~~:1.~.~2 .•p$•. -3.

"'''Ill .- ~ .••~••li .

2. On the microfilms, find catalog cards with the
locality or surname headings that you are looking
for. Read the description on each card to see if
the record contains infonnation that might help
you in your research.

3. If the record described by the catalog card is of
interest to you, write down the key infonnation
from the card. Note the author, title, complete call
number, and a brief description of the infolDlation
you want to look up. If the film number also lists
an item number. be sure to record iL When the
microfilm includes more than one record, the item
number will help you find the specific record you
want (see the following example).

'rAl 1/166
15 J"" 1979 CP
Card i -0' 3 _

4

Searching the Chinese-character Subdivision

Follow these steps to search the Chinese-character
subdivision of the catalog.

1. Detennine if you wish to search for a specific
surname or in a specific locaIity.

2. Detennine the stroke-count category of the initial
character. Select the film from the table 1isted in
Appendix B.

3. Select the record you want to search and read the
description on the card to detemlinc if it has
infonnation you might need.

4. When you find an entry that you want to search,
record the key infonnation from the catalog card.
Note the author. title. complete call number and a
brief description of the infOlDlation you want to
look up. Also note item numbers if they are
listed.

Capyri&hl 0 1991 by CoIporali... of du: Prcsidaa of The a.m:b of
J..... QuiA of1.aaa"-<Ioy SoiIa. All Ji&bu ........... _ ill ....
Unired Swos of America. Fomily IIUaay UInry c:.w.,. ;, • _
ofdl. Corponti... of Ibc PmidaU of The a.m:b of Jesus QIdJl of
1.aaa"-day Sainu.

No part oflbiJ """'"'"" may be n:pI<lCluced ill &JJY r.... _ ....
prior wrincn pcrnri.sjna of .... pubIisber. ScDdall_ fa< JUdI

permisJion ""

Cq>yriahu aod P...Di..i.... CocnIiaar«
Family IIistoIy DepanmcnI
50 East No.... Tempi. s.....
Salt Uke Oly, UT 84150

Finl Edition, Oct. 1991. Series FHLC. No. 50
34787
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APPENDIX A
G" S f CMTradItional and odern Wade- lies Spelling 0 hmese rovmces an lIes

!Province Traditional Spelling Modern Wade-Giles
or City

3i:it ANHWEI An-hui

wru: CHEKIANG Che-chiang

Ii@ FUKIEN Fu-chien

~nu: HEILUNGKIANG Hei-lung-chiang

piJii HONAN Ho-nan

piJ:!t HOPEH Ho-pei

iMifi HUNAN Hu-nan

iM~t HUPEH Hu-pei

P'Ji'iti INNER MONGOLIA Nei-meng-ku

ttmi KNASU Kan-su

iI29 KIANGSI Chiang-hsi

iIi* KIANGSU Chiang-su

6# KIRIN Chi-lin

Jl29 KWANGSI Kuang-hsi

au: KWANGTUNG Kuang-tung

.:1+1 KWEICHOW Kuei-chou

~~ LIAONING Liao-ning

~J: NINGSIA Ning-hsia

~t* PEKING Pei-ching

J:ifi SHANGHAI Shang-hai

LlJ29 SHANSI Shan-hsi

LlJ~ SHANTUNG Shan-tung

~29 SHENSI Shan-hsi

fJi'm SINKIANG Hsin-chiang

119J11 SZECHWAN Ssu-ch'uan

If. TAIWAN T'ai-wan

29if TIBET Hsi-tsang

5



Province
or City

Traditional Spelling Modern Wade-Giles

;R~ TIENTSIN T'ien-chin

iIf ili I TSINGHAI Ch'ing-hai

~ili YUNNAN Yun-nan

~. ANTUNG An-tung

.*1, CANTON Kuang-chou

~~., CHAHAR Ch'a-ha-erll

•• CHUNGKING Ch'ung-ch'ing

*~ DAIREN Ta-Iien

ifiiW HAINAN Hai-nan

~Cl HANKOW Han-k'ou

*JlBt HARBIN Ha-em-pin

~~ HINGAN Hsing-an

i;-iI HOKIANG Ho-ehiang

~~ HONG KONG Hsiang-kang

~iiiJ [*~] JEHOL (CH'ENG-IE) Je-ho (Ch'eng-le)

~~t UAOPEH Liao-oei

i!r, MACAO Ao-mem

Imilll . MANCHURIA Man-chou

i'lt!; . MONGOLIA Meng-ku

1If! [$;c] SHENYANG (MUKDEN) Shen-yang (Feng-t'ien)

i¥i~ NANKING Nan-ching

AftiI NUNKIANG Nen-chiang

~t~ [~t~] PEIPING (pEKING) Pei-p'ing (pei-ching)

F:§~ SIAN Hsi-an

BJ.ft SIKANG Hsi-k'ang

~~ SUIYUAN Sui-y(Ian

~iI SUNGKIANG Sung-ehiang

ilfM, TSINGTAO Ch'ing-tao
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APPENDIX B . Chinese Stroke Order Table

Film Number Number of Strokes Contents

ilJ T~ '!it1208852 - - - - 3'-
~ IIJ h::. - ~

- IIJ ~E - Iz:Z..=!. t:: •

1208853 /, III ~~ - .$~

{; IIJ *E - A
m

I\ IIJ -=-i:£; - i:~7.h ....

:fL III ~ - ~~.

,
IIJ ~ - J!~T

1208854 ...L. IJJ ~l!!l - iEiJ1
,

fIJ ~ - ~T-

+= IIJ "" - f!T ;....
+= III - - ~'1'1-

+119 III ,.,. - 1fI~.,..
1208855 +119 IJJ .@EC - ii~

1208856 +119 III liE - ~~E

+.li III * .-- j$

...L. ...... lItl ft!'!: - 1~1 /'

+-t IJJ f;! - ...
:F:t

+i\ III a - ~~

+Jt. III ~EC - §

-...L. --+.li IJJ JifE - •-I -
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Other Resources: China 

 

Map of China                                                                                          
http://geology.com/world/china-satellite-image.shtml 

China Genealogy Forum                                                                      
http://genforum.genealogy.com/china/ 

China GenWeb                                                                                           
www.rootsweb.com/~chnwgw/ 

Chinese Surnames                                                                                                                                
http://www.geocities.com/Tokyo/3919/hundred.html 

Immigration: The Chinese                                                                                                                
http://library.thinkquest.org/20619/Chinese.html 

Chinese in Guyana: Their Roots                                 
http://www.rootsweb.ancestry.com/~guycigtr/ 

Huang Genealogy                                                                         
http://www.geocities.com/bx_huang/ 

House of Chinn                                                                              
http://houseofchinn.com/index.html 

The National Library of China                                                            
http://www.nlc.gov.cn/en/indexen.htm 

China Gateway – Libraries & Archives 
http://www.bc.edu/research/chinagateway/culthist/libArch.html 

Cyndi’s List – Asia & the Pacific                                                          
http://www.cyndislist.com/asia.htm 

 

 

 

 

http://geology.com/world/china-satellite-image.shtml
http://genforum.genealogy.com/china/
www.rootsweb.com/~chnwgw/
http://www.geocities.com/Tokyo/3919/hundred.html
http://library.thinkquest.org/20619/Chinese.html
http://www.rootsweb.ancestry.com/~guycigtr/
http://www.geocities.com/bx_huang/
http://houseofchinn.com/index.html
http://www.nlc.gov.cn/en/indexen.htm
http://www.bc.edu/research/chinagateway/culthist/libArch.html
http://www.cyndislist.com/asia.htm
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